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RECESSIONAL
Elise Bezold is graduating summa cum laude from the College of Arts and Sciences with a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry. During her time at NKU, she had multiple President’s List appearances and was involved in Leadership Mentors, STEM Scholars program and Gamma Sigma Epsilon Chemistry Honor Society.

Bezold, a native of rural southwest Ohio, was told from a young age that her family’s farm was her real-life laboratory. She became fascinated with science, which translated into pursuing undergraduate research during her time at NKU. Under the mentorship of Dr. Amber Onorato, she authored an original research proposal outlining the synthesis and analysis of potential small molecule inhibitors of an enzyme in the inflammatory pathway and was awarded the Dorothy Westerman Hermann fellowship. She was the co-recipient of the 2021 Albert and Louise Cooper Memorial Scholarship for outstanding progress and motivation in undergraduate research. Along with her research endeavors, she has been a supplemental instruction leader for organic chemistry.

In the fall, Bezold will begin her doctoral studies in organic chemistry at Emory University. Upon completion of her Ph.D., she plans to pursue a career in academia, where she will continue to share her love for organic chemistry with students and inspire the next generation of scientists.

Mayor Aftab Pureval is the 70th Mayor of the City of Cincinnati. As Mayor, he has made equitable economic growth a top priority of his administration, as well as a comprehensive reform and improvement of public safety, affordable housing and environmental action. Formerly serving as the first Democrat to be elected Hamilton County Clerk of Courts in over 100 years, he revolutionized the courthouse, ending the nepotism while adding more online services and opening an award-winning Help Center. He paid every employee a living wage of $16 an hour and became the first countywide officeholder in Ohio to offer paid family leave.

Mayor Aftab was born and raised in Southwest Ohio. He attended The Ohio State University and the University of Cincinnati College of Law where he represented victims of domestic violence who could not afford an attorney. He served as a Special Assistant U.S. Attorney and worked as an attorney at Procter & Gamble. Mayor Aftab lives in Clifton with his wife, Whitney and their son, Bodhi.
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION DOCTORAL CANDIDATE DEGREES

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

SHAUNTA JOHNSON
Beyond the Bullets: A Photovoice Exploration of Trauma and Resilience in Black Male Gunshot Survivors
Vanessa Hunn, Ph.D.; Brandelyn Tosolt, Ph.D.; & Dana Harley, Ph.D.

CHAD OGLE
Financial Aid Literacy: How Financial Aid Utilization Differs by Race/Ethnicity, Age, Gender, and Income Level at a Midwest Regional Comprehensive University

SIOBHAN A. RYAN
Unprepared Transition: Lived Experiences of Collegiate Student-Athletes Navigating the Loss of Sports During a Canceled Season Due to the Global Pandemic COVID-19
Paul Wirtz, Ph.D.; Mark Wasicosko, Ph.D.; & Randall Cutler, Ph.D.

FELICIA TOLIVER
Ready: An Exploration of the Factors Impacting Readiness of Former Highest-Ranking Diversity Officers in the Kentucky Community and Technical Colleges System

CAROLINE WINSTEL
In the Wildness, I Found that ‘We are Inextricable’: A Disabled Israel Educator and Adaptive Athlete’s Photographic and Poetic Autoethnographic Embrace of Self
Melissa Jones, Ph.D.; Brandelyn Tosolt, Ph.D.; & Barry Chazan, Ed.D.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Derek Charles Austin
Hannah Alyse Campbell
Amy Ashley Goodwin
Emily Kenner
Elizabeth Helen Koch
Lacie Lou Long
Rebecca Victory

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Megan Marie Arlinghaus
Sabrina Renea Baker
Chandra Nicole Bumbalough
Maria Elizabeth Forsthoefer
Megan Daly
Alexander Nicolas Drifmeyer
Nicole Hardin
Hayley Diane Johnson
Rachel Elizabeth Lansaw
Rebecca Lowry
Megan Nicole Matsumura
Elena Elizabeth McBride
Sarah Kathryn Nash
Amy Louise Pohlgeers
Kellie Ponchak
Ellen Olivia Reinhart
Mariisa Milliner-Satram
Lauren Elizabeth Ulerick
Julia Elaine Villanacci
Taylor Gail Waters
Adrien Watson

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Kyle Robert Alvey
Amber Dawn Burton
Jordan D. Catchen
Sabrina Dearinger
Devin Shea Harrod
Kristel Kish
Amy M. McManus
Timothy Leroy Nikoley
Ethan Rudd
Molly Marie Russell
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
†† Gracyn Lynn Adamson
†† Eden Shaye Alexander
Sabrina Marie Allen
† Melissa Armitage
† Leah Mae Ashcraft
Joseph Louis Baker
††† Kelly Nicole Baralt
†† Sean T. Belhumeur
†† Charity Grace Bezilla
† Rebecca Olivia Binkley
†† Chloe Marie Black
† Morgan Rose Boggs
†† Haley Kay Bouvin
†† Savannah Elizabeth Brady
†† Kennedy Nicole Brand
†† Brittainy Brandenburg
† Jayne Bullock
McKenna Christian Burford
†† Kennedee Dean Card
†† Desiree Nicole Carter
† Autumn Clark
†† Sierra Mae Cohn
Sydney Jean Sullivan
††† Ashley Marie Craig
Makenzi Dalton
† Philip Decker
†† Carolyn Ashley Dee
Sarah Rose Delaney
McKenzie Renee Derry
Madison Dial
† Emily Ann Dodd
†† Susan Jane Dugan
Alisha Nicole East
†† Andrew Winfield Evans
† Madeline Ann Feiler
Jessica Lynn Ross
† Hannah Elizabeth Leah Floyd
Kacy Gilkerson
Haley Morgan Goldhahn
†† Riley Shea Graham
†† Hannah Nicole Hall
†† Brianna Marie Hamilton
Makayla Jaden Holiday
Megan Leigh Huff
††† Emma Claire Izzo
† Sydney Ann Jones
Alexis Riann Keeton
† Alexys Koeninger
Holley Elizabeth Kroeger
Melody Brooke Lear
† Katie Laycock
† Haley Rae Listo
†† Sydnee Suzanne Mangette
Kelis McGuire
†† Kaitlyn Sue Meyer
†† Taylor Mohan
† Christine Owens
†† Rebecca Anne Peterson
Katelyn Marie Ponder Deaton
†† Simona Mae Reid
Lindsay M. Shank
† Paige Delight Shebley
† Emilia R. D. Sherriff
†† Rachel M. Silva
† Bethany M. Singleton
†† Madeline Ann Siry
† Kacia Faith Smith
†† Madison Nicole Soucy
† Drew Allen Spencer
Shelby Turner
† Chloe Ellen Vanover
Reagan Anissa Vater
†† Glinrelna Villalba Palacios
†† Zoë Watkins
† Haley MacKenzie Welch
Alexis Lauren Wert
Brooklyn Joann Wilson
Brianna Elizabeth Wright
†† Hannah Olivia Wynn

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION SHEP PROGRAM

The goal of the Supported Higher Education Project (SHEP) at NKU is to provide college access to students of all abilities, creating an inclusive campus. The students who graduate from this program earn College to Career Certificates for their meaningful contributions to the campus community.

J. Miles Laird

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AWARDS AND HONOR SOCIETIES

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN INTERDISCIPLINARY EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Hannah Wynn

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Brooklyn Wilson

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN MIDDLE GRADES EDUCATION
Simona Reid

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
Drew Spencer

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN P-12 EDUCATION
Hiram Wes Adams

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Kaitlyn Meyer

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Kristel Kish

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor.

Madison Dial
Andrew Winfield Evans
Kaitlyn Sue Meyer
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Amanda Abney
Regina L. Beasley
Braden Joseph Benzinger
Nancy Rauckhorst Huff
Jayna Marie Morris
Caroline Plasket
Merrie J. Stewart
Alexander Samuel Walz
Cameron David Winship

MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC HISTORY
Sammy Mohammed Ali
Morgan Lashea Burchett
Kevin Thomas Eagles
Seth Elliott Frost
Samantha Hamilton
Jonathan Robert Howell
Madison Ann Light
Gregory James Middleton
Cooper John Pfalz
Christian Shodahl

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
Lindsey Nicole Duval
Rebecca De Lacerda Hansen

MASTER OF ARTS
Corey Jay Foister
Amanda Johnston
Jessica Kyle Link
Douglas Mollett
Pablo Oscar Sidler
James Colton Simpson
Anson Bernard Turley

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Amanda Abney
Molly Leigh Diamon
Corey Jay Foister
McKenzie Elizabeth Hall
Nancy Rauckhorst Huff
Amanda Johnston
David Drewiler
Caroline Plasket
Logan Marie Ryle
Merrie J. Stewart
Alexander Samuel Walz
Cameron David Winship

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Molly Leigh Diamon
McKenzie Elizabeth Hall
Jordan Elizabeth Holmes
Clare Mears Pangallo

BACHELOR OF ARTS
John Scott Adamick
† Kathy A. Amanis
Kyle R. Armitage
Jonathon Charles Armstrong
Sarah Denise Arnold
Malachi Robert Ashcraft
John Clark Baker
Joseph Louis Baker
Bobby Beckham
Haley Louise Beggs
Nicholas Berry
Emily Bertolo
†† Nattily Jade Binda
Kennedi Renee Bishop
Holden Goddard Blair
Antwi Boateng
† Hannah Marie Bolton
†† Gina Nicole Booker
† Andre Ramone Bottoms, Sr.
Lottie Sierra Bowling
† Lily Noel Bradley
†† Grace Caroline Bradtmueller
Imani Gabrielle Brantley
Rodney Evan Isaiah
Broughton
† Camryn Adrianna Brown
†† Jackson Brown
†† Katlyn Nicole Brown
†† Mackenzie Lynn Brown
Kassidy Browning
† Austin Allen Bryan
† Bella Rose Bryan
† Dylan Nicholas Buton
† Anna Rebekah Burt
Dominico Anthony Caporali
† Brian Carroll II
Isabella Renee Brown
Alundra Symone Childs
† Faith Rachelle Chitkara
Taylor Nicole Clarkson
Alexis Danielle Clifton
† Cameroon M. Cochran
Sarah Catherine Colwell
† Chloe Cook
Samuel James Cottongim
Cayla Marie Cowans
† Mary May Cox
Megan Riley Cox
† Gregory Brandon Crabbe
† Kaitlyn Grace Craig
Julia Kathyn Crandall
Ammerie Louise Crowley
William Christopher Crowley
Nora Darnell
† Jess Davis
† Lydia Michelle Davis
Ashley Dean
††† Carlie Erin Deinleim
Aubrey Lashea Dew
Issa Diawara
Rebecca Irene Dodge
Emma Olivia Donaldson
Jonathon Thomas Doran
†† Sarah Elizabeth Douglas
Rachel Brianna Dreyer
Maeve Margaret Dunn
Matthew Leon Elam
† Natalie Gale Eller
Mya AnTonya Elliott
Tayshawn M. Elliott
Elaine Renee Ellis
Majd ElSabbaggh
Alyssa Enneking
Sarah Nicole Eler
Amon Yves Desire Ettien
†† Andrew Winfield Evans
Pate Matthew Faulker
Adam Conner Feinauer
††† Julianne Mary Fellinger
Brianna Danielle Ferreri
†† Alec Tyler Fields
† Lyndsey Marie Flannery
Aakash Kumar Fleckinger
Andrew Austin Lewis Flynn
†† Hallie Elizabeth Fogarty
Madelynn Rose Frey
††† Alexis Grace Gabbard
† Libby Gebauer
Sydney Allison Gehler
† Brennan Christopher Gick
†† Russell Thomas Gifford
†† Madison Hope Gillespie
Amanda Leigh Giss
Terrd Jacob Graves
Kaelyn M. Gumbert
†† Brendan Hansen
Sarah Grace Harmeyer
Jerrell Elijah Harper
Leslie Paige Harrison
Tatijana Katherez Hartman
† Lillian Marie Harvey
Zachary Edward Hennemann
Carter Herms
Kiara Danielle Hernandez
Jessica Hillyer
†† Olivia Hinton
Jordan Ilan Hirschauer
Rachael Marie Hodger
†† Caleb Charles Hodges
Megan Nicole Hoffman
Alexandra Hogston
Nicholas Robert Holland
Madison Gabrielle Hollis
Michael Blair Holt
Hailey Hoover
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Ashley Renee Hopkins
Colten Michael Hoskins
Immya Quanae Hughes
Sydney Ilg
† Madelin Gwynne Jaehnen
Hamdi Hussein Jama
†† Miriam Catherine Jenei Albainy
† Taylor Nicole DeWitt
† Morgan Charlee Jewell
Kori Dionne Johnson
Martin Louis Johnson, Jr.
† Shelby Danielle Johnson
Kayla Ruth Jones
Logan Jones
Seneca Lynn Kanatzar
Gretchen Emma Kelley
†† Samantha Renée Key
†† Alyssa Danielle Kilpela
Mason Scott Kinsella
Victoria Jade Kirby-Schwarber
† Christopher Scott Kirkwood
Damian Zayne Klein
Anne Leigh Koke
† Jacquelyn Annastasia Kovscek
† Alexandra Nohelani Keutzjans
Angel Antuan La
Bryson Malik Langdon
† Dawn Gwynn Laroche
Abigail Patricia Laws
††† Phuong Nguyen Le
Alisha Lee
†† Kelsey Erin Lee
† Jason Daniel Leonard
† Hannah Michelle Lewis
† Abigail Elizabeth Livingood
Anthony David Edward Lotz
† Brenna Morgan Nichole Lovell
† McKenzie Lynn Lyle
† Mykell Elaine Marshall
† Brendan Edward Martin
† Mercede Sky Maschinot
Hope Elizabeth Mason
Alex Mayhugh
Elizabeth Joan McClure
Julia Elizabeth Mcginchey
Cheyenne ML Meredith
†† Kaitlyn Sue Meyer
Daniel Jason Michael
† Karlee Fay Yvette Migneault
MacKenzie Rachel Miller
† Paul Norberto Miller
† Zachary Scott Milligan
Nyisha J. Morris
†† Destiny Dawn Mullen
† Faustina Rose Mulnik
Cheyenne A. Murray
† Andrew Mustacchio
† Madison Paige Myers
† Natasha Marie Nail
Adrian Trevor Nelson
†† Claire M. Nimmoh
†† Rebecca Lynn Noel
Laura Marie Noll
Shifa Noor
Hannah Marie O’Connor
Ashley Chantelle O’Nan
Bradley William O’Shea
† Lexus Renee Ossege
Ryan William Ottino
Carolyn Ashley Overbey
† Dakota Palmer
Henry Immesoete Paradies
† Savannah Skye Pate
†† Rachel Catherine Petri
Gabreale Teona Petty
Skyler Elizabeth Petty
Vivian Phan
† Emily Payne Phillips
Sydney Danielle Poling
Katelyn Marie Ponder Deaton
Eric Orlando Pouncy, Jr.
† William Gerald Powers
Alexander Cole Presler
† Gianna Rose Pretelini
Victoria Christian Priest
Michael F. Puleo II
† Victoria Rae Putterbaugh
Ashton Laurel Quiogue
Caroline Rakestraw
Cameron Rylie Raper
Ashley Taylor Reed
Ashley Nichole Reily
Zachary Alexander Renko
† Noah Alphonso Richardson
† Nicholas Ray Roaades
† Rhiannon Marie Robinson
Heather Runge
Adam Robert Ruschell
Jonathan Parker Rust
Carlos Sanchez
† Ryan Tyler Sanders
† Amanda Rose Schalck
† Hope Elizabeth Schleper
Sierra Leanne Schmitt
† Christopher Thomas Schwab
Sydney Alexis Scran ton
† Amanda Marie Shaw
Sarah Mary-Rubena Shaw
† Thomas Riley Sheehan
† Jordan Leigh Simpson
Macie Monae Simpson
† Bethany M. Singleton
Margaret Elizabeth Slocum
†† Abigail Rose Smith
† Hannah M. Smith
Mason Avery Smith
Sabrina Marie Smith
† Samuel Paul Smith
† Zachary Douglas Smith
Briegh Nicole Soto
††† Emma Kate Stanley
Katie C. Stanton
† Kenton Edward Stoppelwerth
Pink Princess Stummer
† Brittany Symone Styles
Lynzee Marie Sullivan
Phitrampha
Suweerawattanakit
Hayley Cierra Swicegood
†† Alyssa Marie Taylor
† Ashlee Ann Taylor
Samuel Thoburn
Victoria Christine Thomas
† Ally Tucker
Aliyah Marie Tyus
Catherine Mackensie
Upchurch
Regina Lucille Utz
Chloe-Marie-Nicole Viars
†† Megan Vineyard
† Hope Elizabeth Wagner
Abigail Cheyenne Walker
Shelby Rose Ward
Tiffany Ann Warren
Kaliah Jynae Watterson
Samantha Jane Webster
Kym Whitehead
††† Ethan H. Wieland
† Becky Wiethorn
† Jessica Marie Wiley
Joshua Baylee Willey
Nicholas Williams
† Patricia Carol Williams
† Rebecca Helen Williams
† Todd Benjamin Williams
Katherine Lea Wilson
† Tessa Corinne Woody
Caroline Wormald
Ross Michael Wuerdeman
†† Melissa Yankleek
Morgan Kaye Young

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
††† Olivia Rose Barrell
Haley Louise Beggs
† Timothy Maxwell Belton
† Courtney Ann Blythe
Kayla Nichole Braden
† Maiya Jordan Caldwell
† Megan Carlson
Arianna Marie Catalano
Abigail Annamari Clayton
Julia Kathryn Crandall
† Sage Damian
†† Chanelle Pascale Dau Pino
Brooke Cierra Hardin
† Peyton Harshfield
†† Linnzie Nicole Hays
Jeshua Aukeem Jackson
Anastasia Marie Koloc
† Sabrina Alexis Mack
Reagan Ruthann McGriff
† Madison McLaughlin
† Mae Ashly Miller
Joel Morgan Parece
Lavette Miriam Patterson
††† Erin Patricia Reardon
Brian Gregory Roesel
Evan Rogers
Mariam Shaban
Jayvon Shack
†† Thomas Les Smith
Alexia Danielle Varney

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
†† Brenden Michael Maharrey
† Ashley Robin Tinch

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
EDUCATION
† Hiram Wesley Adams
Matthew Bacher
† Claudia Bow
† Carson Elizabeth Mayes
† Kevin Wayne Patrick

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
† Gatlin Alexander Acuff
Cassidy Taylor Akers
Fahad Mutlaq Alhajri
Sanad Sultan Aljohani
Ali Fehaid M. Alqahtani
Salman Abdullah Alqahtani
† Jake Andrew Anderson
† Emily Rose Ankenne
Kira Belle Asch
Anna Elizabeth Askren
Kayla Augsback
† Ayusha Bagale
Samuel Paul Bauer
Jessica Danielle Beatrice
†† Shane Russell Beers
† Elise Lucille Bezdol
Madison Nicole Bingamon
† Megan Marie Rodgers
Michaela Magdalene Blythe
Lauren Olivia Branham
†† Adrianna Maria Brownstead
Mason Alexander Bullard
Austin Michael King
Christian Avery Chapman
† Autumn Leigh Clark
† Katelyn Marie Clough
† Jackson Duane Coates
† Susan Elizabeth Bibe Combs
Mackenzie Nicole Cozzart
Maria Danielle Cummins
Kimberley Ann Curry
Michael Mckinley Davis
Emma Noel Deburger
† Megan LeRae Dirr
† Kellyn Rae Dolezal
† Cheyenne Starr Doyen
† John Allen Duckworth
† Josmary Familia-Garcia
Matthew Allen Farmer
† Zachary Farrell
† Mackenzie Page Feltner
† Orla Fitzsimmons
The Clara Richards Awards in Biology
Autumn Clark
Mackenzie Feltner

JOHN W. THIERET UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH AWARDS
Samuel Bauer
Amanda Honaker

Miriam Kanan Service Award in Biological Sciences
Dylan Young

Outstanding Graduate in Environmental Science Award
Savannah Pate

Outstanding Graduate in Biology Award
Noah Weidig

Outstanding Graduate in Neuroscience Award
Katelyn Clough

Outstanding Senior in Chemistry
Elise Bezold

Laura Padolic General Chemistry Award
Roland Long

Griffin Douglas Reinkert
McKayla Nicole Remines
Brandon M. Riley
Ireland Snow Roberts
Natalie Rowe
Sarah Ann Schildmeyer
Kathryn Elizabeth Schneider
Abigail Lynn Schuh
Alyssa Dianne Scott
Payton Elizabeth Seig
Jack Paul Shannon
Jonathan Frederick Shaw
Kyle Thomas Siefert
Daniel Richard Smith
Hazel Bernard Sparks
Joseph Ryan Spicer
Katherine Louise Stagg
Byron Roger Stone
Ashlee Ann Taylor
Marissa Jade Tendam
Jacob Tracy
Maria Danielle Truitt

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE IN MUSIC
Alexis Gabbard

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Ethan Wieland

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Emily Greenwell

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ONLINE PROGRAM
Andre Bottoms

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Mia Derks

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Nathan Harrigan

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP ALPS
Christopher Schwab

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Noah Christopher Balser
Samuel Joseph Chapman
Samantha Rehorst
Michael Robert Ross
Sharika S. Smith
Jason Stacy
Tamara Stull

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Madelynn Rose Frey
ENID HENRY AWARD
Matthew Code

DISTINGUISHED MPA GRADUATE
Tony Stieritz

OUTSTANDING MPA STUDENTS
Michele Adams
Nick Bliven

DISTINGUISHED MPA ALUMNUS
Greg Kesterman

OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS IN ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Jessica Allender

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Callie Bolling

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE AWARD
Cheyenne Doyen

RESEARCH EXCELLENCE IN PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE AWARD
Karlee Migneault

PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE SERVICE EXCELLENCE AWARD
Michaela Blythe

JOSEPH BOWDEN NEELY MEMORIAL AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Rebecca Noel

AWARD OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Caitlyn Hopper

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN PHILOSOPHY AWARD
Russ Gifford

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES AWARD
Cole Izquierdo

OUTSTANDING SERVICE IN PHILOSOPHY AWARD
Russ Gifford

OUTSTANDING FRENCH MAJOR
Rebecca Latapy

OUTSTANDING GERMAN MAJOR
Damian Klein

OUTSTANDING JAPANESE MAJOR
Nattily Binda

OUTSTANDING SPANISH MAJOR
Faustina Mulnik

GERMAN AMERICAN CITIZENS LEAGUE BOOK AWARD
Grace Bradtmuller

WORLD LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES BEST TEACHER CANDIDATE
Kaitlyn Meyer (Spanish)

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor.

Anna Rebekah Burt
Katelyn Marie Clough
Lydia Michelle Davis
Andrew Winfield Evans
Hallie Elizabeth Fogarty
Lillian Marie Harvey
Bailey Marie Kemme
Abigail Ruth Leonhard
Kaitlyn Sue Meyer
Natasha Marie Nail
Rebecca Lynn Noel
Donald Nathan Price
Hope Elizabeth Wagner
Christopher Edward Wallace
Caroline Wormald

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
International Honor Society in Sociology
Josmary Familia-Garcia
Orla Fitzsimmons

BETA BETA BETA
Honor Society for Biological Sciences
Samuel Bauer
Madison Bingamon
Katelyn Clough
Amanda Honaker
Joy Kappesser
Mckayla Remines
Brandon Riley
Kaitlyn Schneider
Christopher Wallace
Noah Weidig

LAMBDA ALPHA GAMMA
International Honor Society for Anthropology
Cayla Cowans
Lillian Harvey
Rebecca Noel
Sarah Wells

PHI SIGMA IOTA
International Foreign Language Honor Society
Miriam Jenei Albainy
Sydney Johnson
Kaitlyn Meyer
Bethany Singleton

PHI SIGMA TAU
International Honor Society in Philosophy
Luke Bensley
Catherine Chandler
Russ Gifford
Ariana Tulay

PSI CHI
International Honor Society in Psychology
Shane Beers
Cheyenne Doyen
Greyson Love
Karlee Migneault
Jordan Simpson
Hannah Smith
Jessica Wiley

STEM AMBASSADOR
Jake Anderson
Jackson Coates

STEM PEER MENTOR
Jake Anderson
Jackson Coates
Bailey Kemme
Rayah Ross
COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS
IN COMMUNICATION
Amanda Jordan Andrews
Abby Katherine Evans
Abigayla Elyse DiPaolo
Andrew Daniel Dixon
Kadye Pittman
Kellie Santoro
Jacob Wietmarschen

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS INFORMATICS
Khairi Shujaa
Caleb Timothy Brooking
William Edward Carson
Kiara Connelly

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Jacob Koch
Brian Michael Street

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Brian Edward Wolterman

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HEALTH INFORMATICS
Allison Leigh Brown
Mark William Franzer
Luke Morgan
Heather LaShae Nall
Brittany Lynn Phelps
Jodie Lynn Williams

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Amanda Jordan Andrews
Susannah Cabrera-Portal
Abby Katherine Evans
Jacob Wietmarschen
Brian Edward Wolterman

COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
† Caden Elizabeth Adams
Olivia Carland Bangert
††† Olivia Rose Barrell
† Mary Abigail Behrens
††† Madison Beichler
Maria Alyssa Bessler
† Dylan Richard Boling
Trey Bowden
† Addison Susan Bradley
† Brian J. Bramer
† Nathan Allen Bremer
† Jackson Brown
† Bella Rose Bryan
Caleb Zachariah Buford
Corinne Faith Byrne
Hailee Carter
†† Camille Elaine Cates
† Nolan Charlton
Matthew Colberg
†† Brendan Connelly
Ally Jo Cunningham
Ethan Dickens
† Matthew John Dietz
†† Katelyn Marie Dinino
† Brooklyn Elise DiPaolo
Andrew Daniel Dixon
† Kayla Makemkaye Dodd
Megan Mckayla Downard
Michael Thomas Drees
Dean Alexander Durham
Sherwin Quintanilla Ealy
Sarah Michelle Elert
† Natalie Gale Eller
Coleman Allen Epperson
Geoammy Sesquiel
†† Jonathan Duane Everett
Avery Jean Feinauer
John William Galbraith
Kayla Nicole Glore
Emily Sue Goodlick
Ethan Gregory Guseman
Haley Halcomb
†† Caleb Charles Hodges
Elliott Cain Hof
† Ella Irene Holland
Collin Hughes Hudson
† Hope Kathryn Imman
† Cole Anthony Izquierdo
Kadye Jama
† Rhiannon Corin Johnson
† Abigail Yvonne Jordan
Daren Knauff
†† Madelyn Ann Koewler
Katherine Rose Kremer
† Thomas Kyle Kruthoffer
† Trevor Alan Labree
Kaitlyn Nicole Lawson
Richard Lussmyer
† Haley Marie Martin
Kyle Mastin
†† Erica K. Mattingly
Danielle Marie Mays
† Noah Edward Mays
†† Camryn Lynn Michul
†† Taylor Ann Moore
† Jacob R. Morton
Victoria Ollier
Morgan Renee Perkins
Kadye Pittman
†† Madison Oressia Plank
Brielle Mercedes Points
† Danielle Cody Polion
Bryanna R. Poulin
William Cole Ramsey
Michele Christine Reinhardt
Peyton Ridpath
Adonis Elijah Riley
Christopher Anthony Rini
† Benjamin Terrence Rosenberg
Adeana Johari Salama
Kellie Santoro
Jacob Cooper Scherr
† Shelby Rachel Schmidt
† Brooklyn Schneider
Neal Patrick Schroyer
† Chloe Madison Seckman
Dylan Anthony Shelton
Donald R. Sherman
Johnathan Austin Smith
†† Natalie Smith
† Abigail Parker Spears
†† Alexander William Patrick Sprecker
† Kiley-Shea Marie Steiner
Emily Paige Stevens
† Taylor Elizabeth Sturdivant
†† Rachel Swinford
Caitlyn Marie Thiel
Alexander VanBenschoten
† Tingwen Wang
† Jacob Andrew Weis
†† Ryan Timothy Wilking
† Kyle Matthew Williams
†† Faith Marie Wilson
† Lena Rose Wolvov
† Bailey Marie Wood

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
†† Abdikadar Abdullahi Ali
† Jake Andrew Anderson
† Camberley Brenea Arlinghaus
† Daniel J. Arway
†† Ludiana Wubshet Atanfu
† Alexander James Barnes
Jarod Thomas Bartlett
†† Saija Mi’kel Brown Bedford
Makayla Nicole Boyer
† Christopher James Bridewell
† Joseph W. Broering
Tyler Christian Brooks
Bradley Steven Brown
† Rachel N. Brown

Honors symbols legend on page 35.
††† Kathleen Jewel Bryant
† Mallory Busam
†† Darius Alan Butler
† Blake Steven Chesnut
† Delaney Conelison
Emily Victory Crampton
† David Charles Currier
†† Derek Timothy Disibio
David John Dodge
Alexander Robert Fish
Collin Edward Frondorf
† Carlos Armando Garcia Herrera
† Brandon Franklin Gibbs
† David Christopher Goodwin
Sean Alan Hasenstab
† Tyler Wallace Hellmann
Timothy William Hennessey
Edwin George Hewett
† Bryant W Housemyer
Yordan Ivanov Ivanov
Chelaia Patrice Johnson
† Jaylen Nasir Jones
†† Dungeon Maxwell Kennedy
†† Hunter James Kolb
Tyler Harris Kuhn
† Danielle Olivia Larison
† Sherman Makungu
† Brendan Edward Martin
† Conner Martin
†† Diamond Elizabeth Martin
Mitchell Evan McClary
† Jalen McDaniel
† Sophia Emma McIntosh
††† Proctor Wood Mercer
Maxwell Richard Millbourn
Kevin Noble Williams Minus
† Brandon David Moloney
Connor Matthew Morgan
†† Serigne Faliou Ndao
Michael Harris Nieman
Jason Oberschmidt
Austin Paolucci
Nicholas A. Phelps
JoAnna Marie Price-Houchins
Griffin Arch Quarles
Katelynn Dawn Quinn
Connor Douglas Radenheimer
Dylan Scott Rarrick
† Ryan Scott Romano
† Elizabeth Eve Rozin
Rouguiatou Ngayo Sall
Wesley Allin Sawyer
Levi Schanding
Grant Thomas Schreiber
William George Schulte
† Brandon Thomas Schultz
† LaShondra Schwab
† Grant Michael Schwiegeraht
††† Nicholas Michael Windler
† Brandon Yanke

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE
David Christopher Goodwin

Posthumous degree

COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS AWARDS AND HONOR SOCIETIES

COMMUNICATION TOP SCHOLAR AWARDS
Camille Cates
Jade Raleigh

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Rachel Swinford

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND BROADCASTING
Brendan Connelly

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN HEALTH COMMUNICATION
Brian Bramer

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN JOURNALISM
Madison Plank

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN 3D DIGITAL DESIGN & VFX
Faith Wilson

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
Olivia Barrell

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT IN COMMUNICATION
Abby Evans

OUTSTANDING COMMUNICATION PRACTITIONER
Aubrey McQueen

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN BACHELOR OF SCIENCE BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Elizabeth Rozin

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN BACHELOR OF SCIENCE HEALTH INFORMATICS
Danielle Larison

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN BACHELOR OF SCIENCE LIBRARY INFORMATICS
Kathleen Bryant

OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN MASTER OF SCIENCE BUSINESS INFORMATICS
Caleb Brooking

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN MASTER OF SCIENCE HEALTH INFORMATICS
Allison Brown

OUTSTANDING COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS
Abdikadar Ali
Saija Bedford

OUTSTANDING CYBERSECURITY STUDENT
Momoka Kinder

OUTSTANDING COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENT
Hanna Creech

OUTSTANDING DATA SCIENCE STUDENT
Proctor Mercer

OUTSTANDING COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY GRADUATE STUDENT
Jacob Koch

OUTSTANDING COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADUATE STUDENT
Kathleen Edwards

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor.
Addison Susan Bradley
Kathleen Jewel Bryant
Katelynn Marie Dinius
David John Dodge
Ella Irene Holland

LAMBDA PI ETA
National communication honor society of the National Communication Association
Bella Rose Bryan
Avery Jean Feinauer
Collin Hudson
Rhiannon Johnson
Thomas Kyle Kruthoffer
Erika Mattingly
Peyton Ridpath
Chloe Seckman
Rachel Emily Swinford

STEM AMBASSADORS
Jake Anderson
Damon Kennedy
ORDER OF EXERCISES
MAY 7, 2 P.M. CEREMONY

FI FTIETH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
John Farrar
President, NKU Faculty Senate
Grand Marshal

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Francis Scott Key
Megan Carlson
Arianna Catalano
JeShaun Jackson
Linnzie Nicole Hays
Students in the School of the Arts

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS
Matt Cecil
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF FACULTY AND STAFF
Matt Cecil

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
Ashish K. Vaidya
President, Northern Kentucky University
Emerson L. Brumback ('73)
Doctor of Education

ADDRESS
Emerson L. Brumback ('73)

INTRODUCTION OF STUDENT SPEAKER
Aliya Cannon ('22)
President, NKU Student Government Association
Lillian Gamel ('22)
Student Representative, Haile College of Business

INVITATION TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Jennifer Sheffel ('02)
President, NKU Alumni Board of Directors

CHARGE TO GRADUATES
Ashish K. Vaidya

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Ashish K. Vaidya

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN
THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Dale Stephenson
Dean, College of Health and Human Services

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN
THE HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Hassan HassabElnaby
Dean, Haile College of Business

ALMA MATER
Original lyrics and melody Charles Wiley
rev. Carolyn Hagner/harm. Kurt Sander
Megan Carlson
Arianna Catalano
JeShaun Jackson
Linnzie Nicole Hays
Students in the School of the Arts

CLOSING REMARKS
Eddie Howard
Vice President for Student Affairs

RECESSIONAL
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
EMERSON L. BRUMBACK (’73)

The Board of Regents at Northern Kentucky University is pleased to award an honorary degree to Emerson L. Brumback.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Emerson Brumback has demonstrated a lifelong commitment to higher education, specifically Northern Kentucky University, as well as to the economic development and prosperity of the Greater Cincinnati area. Brumback is a 1973 graduate of Northern Kentucky University and a 1988 graduate of the Consumer Bankers Association, Graduate School of Banking at the University of Virginia.

During the more than 40 years that encompass Brumback’s career in commercial banking, his professional pursuits have been ambitious and notable. He began his banking career in Cincinnati at Southern Ohio Bank, then a few years later, he relocated to Cleveland, working for AmeriTrust Company National Association. Brumback eventually made his way back to Cincinnati and began working for Bank One, where he was chairman, president and chief executive officer. Next, he moved to Buffalo, New York, to work at M&T Bank Corporation, where he was president, chief operating officer and served on their board of directors until his retirement in 2006.

This NKU alumnus has a long history of dedication to our university. Brumback has served on the NKU Foundation Board beginning in 1994 and now holds Director Emeritus status. In addition to this service, he was a member of the 2016 NKU Campaign Task Force and has remained a valuable member of the NKU Leadership Committee. NKU has previously recognized Brumback with two prestigious awards. In 1995 he was the Outstanding Alumnus Award recipient, and in 1999 he received the NKU Foundation’s Commonwealth Society Award.

More recently, he has established both the Emerson Brumback Scholarship, which supports incoming undergraduate students from Norwood High School and the Lynn Brumback Scholarship, which supports incoming undergraduate students from Seton High School. These gifts, combined with the many other contributions over the years, are a testament to his passion for helping students get the support they need to achieve academic success.

Emerson Brumback and his wife, Lynn Brumback, currently reside in Dade City, Florida, and Maineville, Ohio. They have three children, nine grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
LILLIAN GAMEL (’22)
Haile College of Business

Lily Gamel is graduating magna cum laude with a degree from the Haile College of Business in both accounting and human resource management. After four years at NKU, she will be graduating with honors and 150 credits hours, as well as Dean’s list appearances throughout her college career. In her senior year, she has been involved in the NKU community as the Finance and Accounting Student Association president and a Leadership Academy member.

Born and raised in northern Kentucky, Gamel always knew she wanted to go to Northern Kentucky University. As the youngest in her family, she had the luxury of watching all her siblings attend NKU and reap the benefits of a wonderful community. Throughout her time at NKU, she made deep connections with her professors and classmates that helped her get to where she is now.

After working as an audit co-op in her years at NKU, Gamel will be taking on the CPA exam following graduation and start working full-time as an audit associate at BKD in Bloomington, Indiana. She is excited to start the next chapter in her life with the tools NKU has given her to succeed.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DOCTORAL CANDIDATE DEGREES

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

ELLEN LITHA ASH
Quality Improvement Project: Nurse’s Confidence and Knowledge in Recognition and Management of a Postpartum Hemorrhage Emergency
Karen O’Connell, PhD, RN, FNP-BC, NEA-BC; Teresa Williams, DNP, RN, NE-BC

LARISSA LYNN BAILEY
Improving Lung Cancer Screening/Referral rates through Primary Care Education Initiatives
Karen Vietz, PhD, CNS, RN; April Flemming, DNP, APRN

ERIC RICHARD BERNING
Effects of Preoperative Gastric Ultrasound Education on Anesthesia Practice
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Jennifer McLeod DNAP, APRN, CRNA

CHASE RAY BUCK
Standardizing Anesthesia Apparatus Checkout Procedure in First-Year Anesthesia Education: A Quality Improvement Project
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Brett Kendon DNAP, CRNA, DipCA, CHSE

JAKOB DILLON BURCHEL
Effects of Preoperative Gastric Ultrasound Education on Anesthesia Practice
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Jennifer McLeod DNAP, APRN, CRNA

KATHERINE CLAWSON
Clinical Guideline Development for Endotracheal Cuff Management in Robotic Surgery Patients
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Jeff Arlinghaus, CRNA; Jennifer McLeod DNAP, APRN, CRNA

KELSEY NICOLE COLLINS
The Impact of a Peer-Led Observation on First-Year Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists’ Stress Levels and Clinical Confidence
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Jennifer McLeod DNAP, APRN, CRNA

MEREDITH COLLEEN CROSS
Implementation of a High-Fidelity Simulation Experience for Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists in a Pediatric Surgical Facility
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Judith Audas DNAP, APRN-CRNA, MSN

TIFFANY LATOYA DEAN
Implementation of a Patient-Centered Dementia Education Program for Older Adults
Lisa English Long, Ph.D.; Russ Judd, PharmD

ELIZABETH (BETSEY) DIRR
Does empathy training using simulation improve nurses’ empathy?
Denise Robinson, PhD, RN, APRN; Emily Maynard, DNP, RN

KATHRYN CLAY WALLACE
Development of Pediatric Stroke Protocols to Identify Potential Pediatric Stroke Patients
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Judith Audas DNAP, APRN-CRNA, MSN; Debbie Barber DNAP, APRN-CRNA

KIMBERLY NICHOLE GILLESPIE
Development of Pediatric Stroke Protocols to Identify Potential Pediatric Stroke Patients
Denise Robinson, PhD, RN, APRN; Christine Utley, DNP, RN

TAYLOR HATTON GREENE
Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists Wellness During a Pandemic
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Judith Audas DNAP, APRN-CRNA, MSN; Debbie Barber DNAP, APRN-CRNA

AUDRA RUTH LEE
Utilization of the Delphi Predictor Tool as an Early Identification for Postoperative Delirium
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Zohn Centimole PhD, APRN, CRNA

DIEDRE MACKEY
Amanda Curtsinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Andrea Harrow, DNP, RN, CENP, FACHE

SPENCER METZGER
The Impact of a Peer-Led Observation on First-Year Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists’ Stress Levels and Clinical Confidence
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Jennifer McLeod DNAP, APRN, CRNA

TAYLOR MARIE JACOBS
Preoperative Order Set for Patients Undergoing Orthopedic Procedures in an Ambulatory Care Setting
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Judith Audas DNAP, APRN-CRNA, MSN; Debbie Barber DNAP, APRN-CRNA

KIMBERLY MICHELLE KITTS
Implementing an Electronic Health Record Administration and Management Program for First-Year Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists
Courtney Hamilton DNAP, MSN, RN; Judith Audas DNAP, APRN-CRNA, MSN; Debbie Barber DNAP, APRN-CRNA
GEORGEANA CHINOYELUM OKORO
Nurses’ Attitude and Knowledge Toward Patients with Opioid Use Disorder
Amanda Curtsinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Gerald Ojukwu, DNP, MSN; Caitlin McGuire, MFA, BA

OLUBUSOLA TAOFIKAT OLATUNJI
Prevention of Short Interpregnancy Interval Among Postpartum Women: The Role of Contraceptive Counseling Intervention
Amanda Curtsinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Christina Vest, DNP, AGACNP-BC, CNP, CRNA

AMY LYNN RAGNONE
Family Caregiver Assessment Training
Amanda Curtsinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Bridget A Buyea, MD

RACHEL ELIZABETH ROSE
Implementation of a High-Fidelity Simulation Experience for Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists in a Pediatric Surgical Facility
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Judith Audas DNAP, APRN-CRNA, MSN

MEGAN ELIZABETH RUSSMAN
Utilization of Dexamethasone as a Transversus Abdominis Plane (TAP) Block Adjunct for Postoperative Pain Control
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Zohn Centimole PhD, APRN-CRNA, MSN

BILLY D. SANDERS
Anesthesia Care of “Do Not Resuscitate” (DNR) Surgical Patients
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Jennifer Harpe-Bates DNAP, CRNA; Kayla Berry DNAP, CRNA

MICHAELA SHERMAN
Utilization of the Delphi Predictor Tool as an Early Identification for Postoperative Delirium
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Zohn Centimole PhD, APRN-CRNA, MSN

ANGELA HIIPPS SPALLINGER
Improving SIDS Discharge Education: A Standardized Approach
Lynne Zajac, PhD, RN; Kristina McCandless, MSN, RN

AMANDA SWEET
Preoperative Order Set for Patients Undergoing Orthopedic Procedures in an Ambulatory Care Setting
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Judith Audas DNAP, APRN-CRNA, MSN

DAVID TIMMONS
Clinical Guideline Development for Endotracheal Cuff Management in Robotic Surgery Patients
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Jeff Arlinghaus, CRNA; Jennifer McLeod DNAP, APRN-CRNA

BROOKE ELIZABETH WEINEL
Post-Stroke Depression Screenings in the Acute Care Setting
Amanda Curtsinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Kathleen R. Cox-Scheben RN, MSN

JAMES DYLAN WILSON
Utilization of Dexamethasone as a Transversus Abdominis Plane (TAP) Block Adjunct for Postoperative Pain Control
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Zohn Centimole PhD, APRN-CRNA, MSN

COURTNEY DIANE WISEMAN
Standardizing Anesthesia Apparatus Checkout Procedure in First-Year Anesthesia Student Education: A Quality Improvement Project
Courtney Hamilton DNP, MSN, RN; Brett Kendon DNAP, CRNA, DipCA, CHSE

TABATHA MARIE WRIGHT
Establishing a Program to Promote Resilience in Healthcare
Michelle Anthony, PhD, RN; Pamela Power, DN, RN, ACNS-BC

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS
IN SCHOOL COUNSELING
Danielle McQuade Dores
Rachel Fellinger Stephenson

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CLINICAL MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
Danielle McQuade Dores
Taylor Morgan Mabbett
Sydney Marie Reinert
Sarah Roaden
Rachel Fellinger Stephenson

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN SOCIAL WORK
Holly Abdon
Tika Adhikari
Keyah Paige Ard
Tara Arrasmith
Emily Raylynn Black
Laura Buel
Suzanne Lynn Buerkett
Amelia Burkhardt
Tylan Calloway
Megan Elizabeth Cantrell
Elyssa Carmony
Tyrese D. Cook
Racquelle Murphy
Kaitlin Lindsay DeJarnette
Joseph Nathaniel Dennis
Toi LaShun Dixon
Kennedy Mone’ Drayton
Kaellyn Michele Sizemore
Dyer
Rebecca Jean Eckstein
Jun Rainer Fularz
Rebecca Leann Harrison
Deborah Hawkins
Brittany Jael Hollingsworth
Tessa Jane Ivey
Joshua J. Jerabek
Sandra Ke’ona Marie Jones
Brittany Renee Mason
Kendra Massey
Taylor Ann McNamee
Samantha Alexis Myers
Alize’ Shakur Oliver
Sierra Osler
Tina Marie Phillips
Kelly Pittenger
Melissa C. Raper
Anna Marie Richards
Sarah Richerson
Courtney Sue-Ellen Riley
Emma Rodgers
Courtney Ann Roland
Robert Earl Sanders, Jr.
Bobbie Jo Sanderson
Dayna Schambach
Aileen Victoria Schwarber
Jazmine Starr Selby
Beth Sharples
Diamon Ja-Neen Simpson
Mark A Singleton II
Bianna Smith
Caleb Louis Smith
Bridget Stadtmiller
Heather Faye Stewart
Arica Stutz
Erica Swain
Elizabeth Katherine Tiemeyer
Hannah Louise Troll
Amberly Paige Trout
Tracy Ware
Amanda Kay Warren
Angela Marie Weinel
Kaelin Anne Welch
Desiree Nicole West
Audrey Willman
Lauren H. Wright
Florence Kate Yingst
Brooke Young
Christie Lynn Young

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Mitchell Stephen Gallagher
Ryan Johnson
Jeremy William Keith
Keri Marie Kramer
Allison Marie Lenox
James Thomas McMahon
Michelle Ann Miller
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MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HEALTH SCIENCE
Emily S. Abrams
Crystal J. Carpenter
India Cole
Jennifer Lynn Hayes
Elizabeth Rae McGuire

Ricky Eversole
Jamie Lynn Eichenlaub
Lindsey Edwards
Haley Edwards
Anitra Maureen Edwards
Amanda Eck
Heather Anne Duehren
Rachel Leigh Dickman
Rachel Isabella De Lima
Amanda Sue Davidson
Courtney Nichole Davis
Rachel Isabella De Lima
Rachel Leigh Dickman
Heather Anne Duehren
Jerricka Duty
Amanda Eck
Anitra Maureen Edwards
Haley Edwards
Lindsey Edwards
Jamie Lynn Eichenlaub
Sandra Elaine Ellis
Ricky Eversole

Lynnett Ferrell
Elizabeth Allyson Flores
Brittany Nichole Ford
Hannah Marie Fox
April Gambrel
Chelsea Rae Garriott
Abigail Rose Gilbreath
Tyler Glassford
Malaha M. Gray
Wanda Ilene Green
Brandi Nicolle Greene
Christine Maria Grubs
Zoya H. Gulamali
Lauren Nicole Hall
Daniel S. Hardy
Jonathan David Hare
Krisha Anne Harmon
Austin Walker Harrison
Sara Frances Hatfield
Jennifer Lynn Hawkins
Anthony Ryan Hayes
Patrick John Herrera
Casey L. Hester
Meredith Grace Hitter
Stacey Lynn Holder
Kelly Andrew Holland
Molly Ann Hollmann
Bradley Carter Hoops
Lindsay Hoops
Bienvenida Marco Howell
Deena Leann Howerton
Kara D. Hubel
Melanie Hug
Matthew Hunt
Jaimie Eloise James
Miranda Jean Leilani Jansing
Nico Anthony Jayson
Sharon Kay Jenkins
Kayla D’Lauren Jones
Jacob Daniel Kay
Cassie Lanae Kazee
Knichole Keeling
Lauren Keipper
Susan Kelbach
Tyler Keller
Laura Katherine Kellogg
Sherrie Lee Keltner
Amber Kenyon
Whitney Gayle Kinslow
Mathius Klausing
Pamela Jane Knight
Carolyn Elizabeth Knoll
Katherine Emma Kowalak
Brandi Joyce Kramer
Sara Conti Kramer
Irina Alexa Krasnova
Maggie Joan Lange
Monica Cecile Lee
Adam Leyendecker
Tori Lowe
Corey Patrick Lozier
Erika Mason
Chasity Lynn Mathias
Chinwe Maureen Mbonu
Baillie LeShae McCane
Megan McCracken
Tonya Darnell McGowan
Dawn Brianne McGrade
Jennifer Nicole McNeil
Katie Ann Menendez
Amber Miller
Kayla Mitchell
Holly Ann Momper
Carlee Guthrie Mudd
Kelli Mulvaney
Michelle Lee Murray
John Edward Myers
Susan C. Nahhas
Prince Charles Narrey
Tracey Nearon
Hem Neohaney
Giang Nguyen
Sonja Lynne Noteinstein
Susan Nutter
Chibogu Victoria Obianwu
Carol C. Ortwein
Katelyn Nicole Overfield
Casey Taylor Pape
Morgan Kirsten Parrish
Brianne Nicole Patriarca
Brittany Sherita Pendleton
Kari Ann Plasterer
Luke Nicholas Pohlman
Danice Carol Prescott
Hayley Fox Price
Amanda Jones Randall
Kayla Rankin
Diana Ratemo
Ashley Raymer
Sherri Reid
Laura Catherine Rhenisch
Olga Marie Rodgers
Elizabeth Antoinette Rose
Heather Ann Ross
Katlin Hope Runyon
Sara Rynski
Precious Annette Sarver
Debra Schweitzer
Kelley Marie Seibert
Nadege Sesonga
Kate Lynn Siko
Allison Elizabeth Sirkin
Whitney Lee Sizemore
Matthew William Robert
Slusher
Carla Mae Snyder
Kayla Spradlin
Kathryn Spurlock
Sarah Catherine Stadtmiller
Sarah Ann Stainko
Quaycian Stewart
Stacey Jung Stitz
Amanda Lynn Sutton
Anissa Claire Taylor
Ebba M. Terefe
Lindsay Nicole Thobe
Allison Kay Thomas
Sherin Ilene Thurman
Jacob Towell
Jennifer Suzanne Turner
Kristen Turner
Kristi Alene Turpin
Viota Marie Uhles
Erika Villarreal
Hannah Rose Volkerding
Caitlin Paige Wade
Grace Ann Walker
Karina Wallace
Haley Corrine Waller
Seth Watson
Alayna Louise Wells
Julie Lynn Whiteside
Cynthia Rose Bachus
Nico Rae Windell
Kristin Rae Wise
Katelyn Shaw Wnek
Jennifer Sue Wood
Sarah Wylds
Mario Yousef

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Rubabetu Abimbola-Akinola
Patrick Annunziato
Gregory Lowell Blankenship
Anna Klausing Broster
Juliana Campbell
Tia Denise Carrington
Simone S. Collier
Jennifer Michelle Collins
Jane Daria
Janine Dukuzo
Latricia Edwards
Nkengafac Etchi
Tiffany Shawntay Johnson
Lal Nilza
Lynn D. Long
Samatha Morgan
Tara Poneris
Lahoma Prather
Tricia Nweke Shepherd
Cheryl Shuffett
Ajita Randhir Singh
Eme Blessing Ukot
Luann Watts
Sara Vlazny Woodcock
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Stone Laughlin
† Jesse Michael Russell
† Brayden Trattles

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Christy Lynn Adams
Savannah Rae Allen
† Alex R. Aponte, Jr.
† Samantha Jo Arthur
Kirsten Ann Baker
†† Dylan James Barney
Ashley Marie Bauer
Kyle David Bellomy
Amanda Berkemeier
Ashley Berry
Ashley M. Brandenburg
Jenna Ann Burns
††† Jennifer Elaine Burris
Gabrielle Lee Caple
† Whitney Marie Carroll
Dani A. Cirwithian
† Hannah Joy Combs
† Allison Conley
Victoria Nicole Cooper
Saidah B. Crawford
† Sirena Lynn Cunningham
Kierra Lashae Davis
†† Amanda Dudley
Neil Vincent Dumlao
Kellye Ryan Emerson
†† Cameron Lee Fay
† Angel Lee Franzman
Breanne Nicole Freese
† Macy Elizabeth Gabbard
† Deegan Reis Gearding
Alyssa Gilliam
Vanessa Goodlett
Madison Marie Hackathorne
† Mallory Kay Haley
† Madison Shea Hatten
Taylor Marie Hensley
Blair Houston Hernando
James Austin Michael Hill
† Madeline Rae Hissett
††† Jessica Lynne Horgan
Mason Allan Howard
† Breanna Nikole Huddleston
† Meredith Cambria Hudson
†† Emma Claire Huff
†† Karsen Lynn Hunter
†† Judy Jacobs
Mariah Lynn Johnson
Amanda S. Jones
Madison Elizabeth Jones
† Taylar Jordan
Meredith Marie Kilmer
Melissa Ann King
†† McKenzie Nicole Kirker
† Rachel Marie Kuttler
Machel Kaylee Eujon
Langford
Hannah Nicole Larkins
† Curtis Drew Lawrence
† Jaclyn Rae Reese
††† Madison Dawn Lemmon
† Carolyn Marie Marsh
Kimberly Ann Martin
Ian Connor McClanahan
††† Grace Ann McDowell
† Jordyn McPhillips
† Taylor Skye McQuitty
Emma Noél Melvin
† Olivia Menssen
Susan Mary Milles
Rylind Monhollen
Mary Christine Morsey
† Felecia Marie Neal
Nick Scott Noble
Roosevelt C. Obison
Niko F. Odum
Matthew O’Hara
Baylie Brenet Ormes
† Anthony Taylor Pack
Brady Clayton Pearson
†† Harrison Randolph Perin
† Melissa Maksic Powell
† Hailey Price
† Erika Anne Ramirez
Justin Murphy Randle
Samantha Riehemann
† Dana Marie Roberts
Camryn Ashlee Scaringi
Steven Schneider
† Julianna Schnurr
† Allison Margaret Schultz
Joan Dolores Schummer
Brandon Andrew Schutte
Rachel Lynn Schwanholt
Jarod Jack Sheff
†† Ashley Dawn Shepherd
Micah Simpson
Tracie Renee Simpson
Samantha Frances Skeens
Camryn Alexandra Smith
Lauren Mackenzie Smith
Taryn Andria Smith
† James Trevor Soward
Sylvia Kaline Steinhauser
† Adrienne Marie Tejeda
Cameron Thornberry
Andrew Paul Toppmiller
† Jordan Alex Trimble
Katie Marie Underwood
† Taylor Vavilov
Emily Katelin Weinel
† Melissa A. Whitehead
†† Joseph Williamson III
†† Makenzie Nicole Wittrock
†† Amanda Melita Young
NAP AGATHA HODGINS AWARDS FOR 2022
James Dylan Wilson

BSN CAPSTONE PROJECT EXCELLENCE AWARDS (NURSING)
Erika Owens
Rachael Owens
Eric Riehle
Hannah Tucker

RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE PROGRAM AWARD FOR CLINICAL EXCELLENCE
Rachel Kutler

JIM WOODS R.T. (R) AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING STUDENT TECHNOLOGIST
Mallory Haley

RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE AWARD FOR ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Makenzie Wittrock

RADIOLOGIC SCIENCE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING CLINICAL PERFORMANCE
Breanna Huddleston

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Cam Fay

RESPIRATORY CARE LEADERSHIP AWARD
Jordyn McPhillips

RESPIRATORY CARE OUTSTANDING CLINICAL PERFORMANCE AWARDS
Victoria Cooper
Madison Hakathorne
Madison Combs Hatton
Allison Schultz

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor. Angela Rose Ford

LAMBDA BETA SOCIETY
National Honor Society for the Profession of Respiratory Care
Allison Conley
Cam Fay
Felecia Neal
Allison Schultz

SIGMA THETA TAU
International Honor Society of Nursing
Kasey Baker
Meghan Greenwell
Jessica King
Hannah Tucker

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARDS AND HONOR SOCIETIES

RESPIRATORY CARE PROGRAM AWARD FOR CLINICAL EXCELLENCE
Cam Fay
HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
Kathryn Elizabeth Bowling
Cierra Nicole Brown
Josh Drake
John Gruber
Janet Irene Hering
Sidney L. Knisley
Courtney Ann Landrum
Joey Mars
Matthew Thomas Martin
Emma Marie Meyer
Courtney Marie Moore
Jesus Neptalis Riera Sanchez
Deborah Anteneh Sileshi
Adam David Steele

Andrew Lloyd Carpenter
Timothy Joel Carter
Daniel Winfield Cooley
Kelby Margarethe Cowan
Joselyn D. Cummings
Ethan Andrew Thomas Curl
Ryan Nicole Daugherty
ToMaris LaRistie Davis
Brian Daniel Driscoll
Maryah English
Timothy Ernst
Andrew Alan Farmer
Anna Michelle Ficker
J. Mark Francis, Jr.
Lara Leeann Freeman
Andrea Sue Frey
Carolyn Jeanne Gahn
Lexan Loren Gilbert
LaTi'a Shaneece Ginyard-Snell
Corey Allan Grothaus
James Guy
Anna C. Harris
Jared Robert Harris
John Michael Harris
Markeith Charles Harris
Alyssa Kay Herrmann
Brian J. Hoelscher
Joshua Dylan Holland
Alexander Hornsby
Kathleen Margaret Hueneman
Hallia H. Imam
Ashley Nicole Isaacs
Surya Narayanan Janarathanan
Jayasutha
Allison Brooke Janbakhsh
Emily F. Jenkins
Jishadh Ahamed Kareem
Abdul Jabbar
Preethvi Kavitha Raja
Ryan John Khosrofian
Tim Knape
Kevin Koenig
Victoria Soledad Landron
Deron Clayton Large
Ashley Raelyn Linston
Kelly Marie Lutmer
Manopriya M
Christopher Louis Mackey
Brittany Nicole Maisano
William Travis Marion
Nicolas Paul Marshall
Brandon Meadow
Kayla Messer
Lauren Jenny Meyer
Macaulay Minton
Morganne Paige Mitchell
Hannah Cecile Montgomery
Taylor Montgomery
Marquita Renee Moore
Nivass Moorthy
Cheryl Morrow
Matthew Morrow
Kavipappriya Murugavel
Adam Myers
Christian Powell Olmstead
Ericka Barbour Osborne
Karthikeyan Pajanivelou
Karthik Palaniappan
Abajyan Patcheappane
Rashmi Patel
Michael Francis Pierce
Sathiya Ponnusamy
Madhumitha Ramesh
Matthew Daniel Reed
Matthew Richard
Alexander Thomas Rinner
Kayla Robinson

Robert Rodgers
Kyle George Rosser
Sornavelu Sankara Narayanan
Elizabeth Sketch Schnuck
Patrick Michael Shafer
Angie Shaw
Aaron Patrick Sheehan
Tyler Lee Shelton
Brooke Shirley
Jennifer Anne Silliman
Brandon Jay Smith
Jacob L. Smith
Abigail L. Sprinkle
Nicholas Charles Staab
Alicia Denise Stryker
Perry Vincent Thomason
Chase Vander Meer
Rajesh Vasu
Nikitha Venkatesh
Raven D'Shae Walker
Daulton Scott Walls
Roger Walton
Guy Shawn Watkins, Jr.
Elizabeth Anne Weiler
Laura Rose Watkins
Matthew James Werner
Jennifer Westrich
Daysheaa L. White
Shwetha Wijeyanayake
Dannielle Wilder
Shawna Jo Wilson
Josh Winkler
Daniel James Wulk
David Benjamin York
HALIE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Samantha Abell
† Khaleel Abujarad
† Steven Ryan Adamson
Elizabeth Paige Aicholtz
Victoria Shay Apodaca
Ana Laura Arredondo Ramirez
Trinity Quinn Asbury

†† Keith Garrett Bailey
†† Brandon Baldwin
Sydney Ballard

††† Bernard George Balz
† Kimberly Michelle Basham
Michelle A. Bauer
Jeffrey Edward Becker
† Sean T. Belhumeur
† Zachary P. Bentley
Olivia LeeAnn Berter

†† Brett Thomas Bessler
Nicholas Thomas Blitz
Zachary Lawrence Birdsall
Sierra Denise Blair
Andrew Thomas Bollinger
Austin Bosley
† Gianni Bouzoukis
†† Theran Bowra
†† Noah Christopher Braden
† Luke Thomas Bradford

†† Matthew Allen Bramer
† Ryan Phillip Brock
Melanie Michelle Brooks
Hunter Brown
† Emily Elizabeth-Marie Broyles
† Olivia Renee Bryan

†† Justin Burlingame
Nathan Scott Bush
†† Dominic Anthony Buzzutto
Addyson Cady
† Bryan Thomas Callahan
† Averie Marie Calvert
† Sarah Elizabeth Camden
Joseph Dylan Canada

†† Jonluk Von Cancel
Jacob Michael Carroll
†† Teagan Nicole Carson
† Emily Lou Caswell
Jacob Wesley Chamberlin
Jung Yoon Chang
† Aaron Chapman
Alanna Mercedes Cheatham
Koleman David Andrew Cichon
† Thomas Arnold Cleiery, Jr.
Tabitha Renee Cline
† Curtis Damon McRae Coleman
† Shelby Cecelia Collins
Steven Hunter Collins
†† Wesley D. Collins
Jaren Matthew Cooper
† Andrew Wayne Courter

Gardazly D'Shea Crawford
† Lina Nassim Daher
† TiAriq K. Dailey
†† Mai Xuan Thi Dao
† David Andrew Dayadurum
Jason Lee Decker, Jr.
Shraddha Dhakal
Paolo Franceschone Dongo
Osores
† Alex Doss
Cory D. Dunaway
Joseph Todd Eblin
Jensen Elise Eldridge
Katelyn Hope Estes
†† Chlo Xiao Yi
† Thomas Joseph Ferguson
† William Michael Finke
Noah Scott Fisher
Quinn Stephen Foltz
Lydia Christine Foote
†† Addison Rae Frazier
Karen Olivia Fries
Madison Leigh Frye
Nathan Timothy Furr
† Cameron H. Gable
Lillian Ruth Snowdon Gamel
† Livia Elise Ganshirt
† Chelsea Michelle Garvey
Luke Gast
Sydney Allison Gehler
Joseph Austin Gerwert
† Chase Anthony Gilbert
Avery Paul Green
Taylor Allen Gregory
Sydni Griffith
†† Mallory Denise Grove
Thomas Andrew Gudaitis
Jade Elizabeth Haigis
Michael Todd Hall
Heather Danee Hamilton
†† Natalie Marie Hardig
Baileigh Hartman
Michael Philip Hausfeld
Alex Bryant Hawsley
Kristen Danielle Helm
† Madison Ciara Hermann
Elisa Megan Hernandez
†† Hailey Herrmann
David Kenneth Hess, Jr.
Calder Grant Holton
† Jacob Ryan Holton
† Tyler Wesley Hoskins
Peyton John Howorka
Kayla JaDel Hudson
Benjamin Michael Hunt
† Braden Carl Ickonroth
Ryan Jacob Insprucker
Kyle Jefferson
Jordan Marie Jenkins

Spencer Edwin Jenks
† Stian Trolleboe Joergensen
† Kelsey Elizabeth Johnson
Juley Rae Jones
† Griffin Michael Kain
† Adrienne Renee Kearns
Chase Michael Keller
Ty Jefferson Keller
Alexander Jordan Kennedy
Anthony Jacob Kent
Bryan Killeen
Hannah Alyse Kimble
Emma Michelle King
† Mark William Knipper II
† Jack Harrison Kohls
Jacob Alexander Kopser
Hannah Lynn Kornblum
Brad Krebs
† Madeline Ann Kremer
†† Pimlapas Kumkerd
Clayton Mitchell Lett
† Samuel Adam List
† Makayla Paige Littleton
Hanna Patricia Lopena Lomeda
Benjamin Charles Lorenz
Allan Mitchell Lowndes
† Dylan Lucas
Stephanie Reanna
Maldonado Reinhard
Daniel Mantilla
Alexander James Mardis
† Claire Elizabeth Maschinton
Sebastian M. Matthews
Valerie Marie Mattingly
† Isaac Nicolas Mayes
Brayden Grant McIlanahan
† Keller James McGrath
Blake Allen McGuire
Morgan Erin Kelsey McKenzie
† Melanie Ann McNeely
Christopher Michael McNees
† Caitlin McVey
Alexis Kay Mendell
† Kelly Madeline Mentzer
† Mallory R. Michaels
† Nicole Paige Mikula
† Ashton Elizabeth Miller
† Chloe Mills
† Jeffrey M. Mollman
Jordan Arthur Moore
Molly Elizabeth Moore
Rudy Morales Agustin
† Tyler Phillip Murphy
† Mikesha Thomas Mushangwe
Mikayla Christina Nagel
Erika Dawn Nageleisen
† Ileah Napier
Taylor Ann Newman
Jordan Michael Niehaus

† Joseph Thomas Neo
† Joseph Beck Nolen
Tyler Ollier
Brendan Osborne
Chase Robert Ostendorf
Leslie Craig Owens III
† Pari K. Patel
Marilyn S. Pearman
Abigail S. Pfeffer
Savannah Nicole Plunkett
† Andrew Edward Wei-Ting Pollard
Kayln Nicole Powell
† Natalie Marie Powell
Alexander Cole Presler
Trevor Austin Rademaker
† Rachel Marie Ramler
† Holly Kaitlyn Angelia Randall-Main
† Ashton Elizabeth Ratliff
Corey Alexander Rauch
† Jessica B. Reichl
Victoria Elaine Richards
Colby Joseph Ritter
† Brooke Victoria Roberts
† Tyler Coleman Roberts
† Peyton Robinson
Marcus Lee Rocas
† Samantha Megan Roth
Amaya Andrie McGrath Rowe
Cory Nicole Roy
† Bryan Michael Sandborn
Spencer Royce Sanders
† Kaylee Jade Sandfoss
Shelby Ray Saunders
Samuel D. Schaefer
Taylor Schmidt
† Halie Bernert Schottelkotte
Hayden Thomas Schuh
Sabra Lee Schulze
† John Robert Schweitzer
† Nicholas Granville Sebastian
Sabina Jennifer Shoyat
Ariel Allison Shredar
Elizabeth Lauren Shroudt
Mariah C. Shular
Conner Wayne Sibert
John Vincent Simkonis III
Donnelly Marie Simmins
† Taylor L. Six
† Samuel Slocum
† Cornelius Johannes Small
† Mylena Shimao Smith
† Casey Janet Snead
Jeffery Lennard Spence, Jr.
†† Brooklyn Jo Stephens
Blake Andrew Stevens
Cody Stuart Story
Shane Wright Sturgill

Posthumous degree
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SINGULAR OUTSTANDING STUDENT
Brooklyn Stephens

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN ACCOUNTANCY
Alex Doss

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Keith Bailey

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN ECONOMICS
Brooklyn Stephens

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Wendy Sedler

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN FINANCE
Pimlapas “Beam” Kumkerd

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Cameron Hauss

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Ileah Napier

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Mai Dao

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN MANAGEMENT
Halie Schottelkotte

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN GENERAL BUSINESS
Bernard Balz

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN MARKETING
Noah Braden

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE IN SPORTS BUSINESS AND EVENT MANAGEMENT
Miranda Wucherer

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
Emma Meyer

COMPTON ALLYN OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Kevin Koenig

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor.
Olivia Renee Bryan
Hailey Herrmann
Madeline Ann Kremer
Amaya Andrice McGrath Rowe
Cornelius Johannes Smal
Brooklyn Jo Stephens

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
International Business Honor Society for students enrolled in business schools accredited by AACSB
Steven Adamson
Brandon Baldwin
Bernard Balz
Mindi Beal
Noah Braden
Justin Burlingame
Emily Caswell
Wesley Collins
Andrew Courter
James Francis
Addison Frazier
Cameron Gable
John Harris
Alec Hawksley
Kelsey Johnson
Madeline Kremer
Pimlapas Kumkerd
An Le
Ashley Linston
Keller McGrath
Melanie McNeely
Mallory Michaels
Ileah Napier
Jessica Reichl
Kaylee Sandfoss
Halie Schottelkotte
Brooke Shirley
Taylor Six
Samuel Slocum
Jacob Smith
Mylena Smith
Alyssa Taylor
Miranda Wucherer

† Zachary Allen Suman
†† Alyssa Marie Taylor
† Severin Ichinda
† Caitlyn Renee Termini
† Elvan Thang
Carmen Thornton
† Kayla Marie Songyee Torres
Savannah Rose Jean Townsend
Dylan Michael Trenkamp
Samuel Harrison Tucker

†† Garrett Alan Turner
††‡ Adam Mckinley Uhlenbrock
†‡ Dennis Dale Vinux
†‡‡ Mitchell Charles Daniel Vail
† Gracie Vest
†† Dennis Dale Vinup
Chloe Waddell
Bailey Austin Wallace
Myles Felix Wallace
Christin Marie Kring
†† Jeffrey Michael Webster, Jr.

†† Blake Weimer
†‡‡ Brian Jerrold Wells
† Alan Gene West
‡ Cassandra Wilber
‡ Jacob Paul Wilson
‡‡ Serena Cherie Wilson
‡‡‡ Joshua Winter
‡‡ Jack Paul Wonkovich
‡‡ Tyler Scott Wright
‡‡ Zachary Wright

††† Miranda Marie Wucherer
Asaph Rufaro Wutawunashwe
Jenna Ashley Wyde
Abigail Yunker
Nathaniel Yunker
††† Megan Nicole Ziegelmeyer
† Parker John Zimmerman
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Kennedy Mone’ Drayton
Nicole Hardin
Alyssa Kay Herrmann
Whitney Larimore
Michelle Ann Miller
Courtney Moore
Samantha Alexis Myers
Taylor Gail Waters

FRANK & RUTH BALL ENDOWED SPONSORSHIP
Taylor Gail Waters

GATEWAY 2 NKU AWARD
Keyah Paige Ard
Joseph Nathaniel Dennis
Brittany Renee Mason
Kelly Pittenger
Aileen Victoria Schwarber
Heather Faye Stewart
Angela Marie Weinel

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Emma Marie Meyer

HONORS TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP
Sydney Reinert

INTERNATIONAL ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Deborah Anteneh Sileshi

INTERNATIONAL DIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP
Deborah Anteneh Sileshi

INTERNATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
Bilal Munaf
Deborah Anteneh Sileshi

INTERNATIONAL STUDY SCHOLARSHIP
Taylor Morgan Mabbett

JACK E. AND DOROTHY ELOISE WALLING SCHOLARSHIP
Heather Faye Stewart

KCTCS SCHOLARSHIP
Keyah Paige Ard
Joseph Nathaniel Dennis
Brittany Renee Mason
Heather Faye Stewart
Tracy Ware

KIM TURNER FAMILY AWARD
Brittany Renee Mason

LINDA BOWEN WASICKO SOCIAL WORK ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Keyah Paige Ard
Brittany Renee Mason

NKU ALUMNI LEGACY FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Braden Joseph Benzinger
Caleb Louis Smith

NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Braden Joseph Benzinger
Sabrina Edmondson
Abby Evans
Amanda Johnston
Elena Elizabeth McBride
Emma Marie Meyer
Sydney Reinert
Kaelin Anne Welch

NKU YOUTH ALUMNI SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP
Brittany Renee Mason

NORTHERN DIFFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Sabrina Edmondson
Rebecca Leann Harrison
Alyssa Kay Herrmann

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Amanda Abney
Casey Taylor Pape

R.C. DURR ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Kelly Pittenger
Tracy Ware

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Tika Adhikari
Amanda Johnston
Deborah Anteneh Sileshi

SCRIPPS HOWARD FOUNDATION COMMUNICATION ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Jacob Wietmarschen

SHELDON B. AND FERN H. STORER HONORS SCHOLARSHIP
Brittany Renee Mason

SOAR SCHOLARSHIP
Braden Joseph Benzinger

THE MEARNS/PROUD FAMILY ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Brazilian Smith

THELMA LOUISE GREIN ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED
Suzanne Lynn Buerkett

TRANSFER AWARD
Brittany Jael Hollingsworth
Robert Earl Sanders, Jr.
Lauren Hawley Wright

TRIO ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Keyah Paige Ard
Kaelin Michele Sizemore Dyer

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Lindsey Nicole Duvall

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY SCHOLARSHIP
Arica Stutz
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

ANNA GRACE ROSE A. ELISABETH POTTS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Hannah Nicole Hall

ACHIEVER'S SCHOLARSHIP
Hiram Wesley Adams
Jonathan Charles Armstrong
Ana Laura Arredondo Ramirez
Trinity Quinn Ashbury
Olivia Carol Bandert
Ashley Marie Bauer
Ashley Berry
Emily Bertolo
Maria Bessler
Trey Bowden
Theran Bowra
Addison Susan Bradley
Ashley M. Brandenburg
Tyler Christian Brooks
Katlyn Nicole Brown
Jessica Lynn Burnside
Aliya Briana Cannon
Jacob Michael Carroll
Hailee Carter
Dani Cirwithian
Tabitha Renee Cline
Hunter Edward Cromer
William Christopher Crowley
Sirena Lynn Cunningham
Aubrey Lashea Dew
Ethan Dickens
Rachel Brianna Dreyer
Alisha Nicole East
Sarah Michelle Efert
Adam Conner Feinauer
Kylie Elizabeth Ferguson
Karen Olivia Fries
Jacob Stephen Fryman
Susana Rey Garcia
Brandon Franklin Gibbs
Madison Hope Gillespie
Terry Jacob Graves
Avery Paul Green
Sydni Griffith
Theresa Marie Grissom
Kaelyn M. Gumbert
Haley Frances Harnish
David Kenneth Hess, Jr.
Mayakayna Jaden Holiday
Ella Irene Holland
Collin Hughes Hudson
Yordan Ivanov Ivanov
Kadiye Jama
Shelby Danielle Johnson
Juley Rae Jones
Meredith Marie Kimler
Mackenzie Rose Klosterman
Madelyn Ann Koewler
Jack Harrison Kohls
Jacob Alexander Kopser
Katherine Rose Kremer
Thomas Kyle Kruthoffer
Rachel Marie Kuttler
Breanna Morgan Nichole Lovell
Sabrina Alexis Mack
Jasmine Marsh
Lauren Olivia McComas
McKenzie McDaniel
Reagan Ruthann McGriff
Jordyn McPhillips
Taylor Skye McQuitty
Nicole Paige Mikula
Morgan Mills
Taylor Ann Moore
Madison Paige Myers
Jordan Michael Niehaus
Abbygail C. Nordloh
Bayle Brenet Ormes
Dakota Palmer
Kevin Wayne Patrick
Vivian Phan
Gianna Rose Pretelini
Victoria Christian Priest
Trevor Austin Rademaker
Corey Alexander Rauch
Colby Joseph Ritter
Ryan Scott Romano
Michael Robert Ross
Natalie Rowe
Adam Robert Ruschell
Camryn Ashlee Scaringi
Taylor Schmidt
Sierra Leanne Schmitt
Brandon Andrew Schutte
Chloe Madison Seckman
Jared Jack Sheff
Lauren Rose Silva
Rachel M. Silva
Jordan Leigh Simpson
Madeline Ann Siry
Camryn Alexandria Smith
Samuel Jare Strzelewicz
Shane Wright Sturgill
Brayden Alexander Taylor
Victoria Christine Thomas
Brayden Trattles
Samuel Harrison Tucker
Chloe Marie-Nicole Viars
Jayden Connor Wakeham
Jacob Andrew Weis
Brian Jerrold Wells
Melissa Ann Whitehead
Serena Cherie Wilson
Miranda Marie Wucherer
Morgan Kaye Young
Olivia Katherine Zahneis
Parker John Zimmerman

BILL AKER BASEBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Proctor Wood Mercer

BLUESTAR SCHOLARSHIP
Austin Bosley
Kristen Danielle Helm
Mae Ashly Miller
Amaya Andrice McGrath Rowe

BOEHNIE FAMILY FIRST GENERATION SCHOLARSHIP
Olivia Rose Barrell
Alexis Kay Mendell

BUTLER SCHOLARS
Mason Scott Kinsella
Rachel A. Ruwe

CAROL'S PERIPATETIC ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Joy Lynnkappesser
Faustina Rose Mulnik

CHARLES W. RATLIFF MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Ludiana Wubshet Atanu
Desiree Nicole Carter
Victoria Nicole Cooper
Aubrey Lashea Dew
Shraddha Dhakal
Amon Yves Desire Ettien
Madison Hope Gillespie
Jerrel Elijah Harper
Yasmeen Harrison
Mayakayna Jaden Holiday
Brandi Trenay Oliver
Rouguiatou Ngayo Sall
Jayvon Shack
Katlin Suekoff
Gloriela Villalba Patacios
Alexis Nicole Witt

CHEERLEADING SCHOLARSHIP
Alexis Nicole Witt
Katlin Suekoff
Rouguiatou Ngayo Sall
Brandi Trenay Oliver
Makayla Jaden Holiday
Yasmeen Harrison
Mayakayna Jaden Holiday
Brandi Trenay Oliver
Rouguiatou Ngayo Sall
Jayvon Shack
Katlin Suekoff
Gloriela Villalba Patacios
Alexis Nicole Witt

CHEERLEADING SCHOLARSHIP
Alexis Nicole Witt
Katlin Suekoff
Rouguiatou Ngayo Sall
Brandi Trenay Oliver
Makayla Jaden Holiday
Yasmeen Harrison
Mayakayna Jaden Holiday
Brandi Trenay Oliver
Rouguiatou Ngayo Sall
Jayvon Shack
Katlin Suekoff
Gloriela Villalba Patacios
Alexis Nicole Witt

COMMONWEALTH EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Cassidy Taylor Akers
Kira Belle Asch
Leah Mae Ashcraft
Ludiana Wubshet Atanu
Timothy Maxwell Belton
Claudia Bow
Kayla Nichole Braden
Melanie Michelle Brooks
Mackenzie Lynn Brown
Kassiidy Browning
Emily Elizabeth-Marie Broyles
Sarah Elizabeth Camden
Joseph Dylan Canada
Jacob Wesley Chamberlin
Samuel Joseph Chapman
Autumn Leigh Clark
Matthew Colberg
Steven Hunter Collins
Matthew John Dietz
Emily Ann Dodd
Neil Vincent Dumlao
Jensen Elise Eldridge
Mia AnTonya Elliott
Orla Fitzsimmons
Victoria Morgan Frye
Cameron H. Gable
Madison Marie Hackathorne
Hannah Nicole Hall
Caitlin Marie Hammond
Rachael Marie Hodge
Colten Michael Hoskins
Meredith Cambria Hudson
Immyama Quanae Hughes
Braden Carl Ickenhof
Morgan Charlee Jewell
Kayla Ruth Jones
Sydney Ann Jones
Alyssa Danielle Kilpela
Hannah Alyse Kimble
Sydney Peyton Kratz
Alexandra Nohelani Kreutzjans
Kaitlyn Nicole Lawson
Hope Elizabeth Mason
Madosyn McLaughlin
Melanie Ann McNeely
Olivia Menssen
Chloe Mills
Connor Matthew Morgan
Tyler Ollier
Katelyn Marie Deaton
Samantha Rehors
Victoria Elaine Richards
Spencer Royce Sanders
Amanda Rose Schalk
Sarah Jean Seavers
Dylan Anthony Shleton
Elizabeth Lauren Shroet
NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
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Nattily Jade Binda
Saija Bedford
Ana Laura Arredondo Ramirez

SCHOLARSHIP
EDUCATIONAL DIVERSITY
Pimlapas Kumkerd

SCHOLARSHIP
RIEVESCHL ENDOWED
DR. GEORGE AND ELLEN
WILLIAM AND BETTY VERST, AND
SPARKS, RON AND SHERRIE NOEL,
SUPPORTED BY GIFTS FROM ALICE
DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARSHIP
Faustina Rose Mulnik
Alexis Grace Gabbard
Justin Burlingame

DEAN’S SCHOLARSHIP
Justin Burlingame
Alexis Grace Gabbard
Jordyn McPhillips
Faustina Rose Mulnik
Natalie Morgan Wehrle
Blake Weiner

DISTRIBUTED SCHOLARSHIP
supported by gifts from Alice
Sparks, Ron and Sherrie Noel,
William and Betty Verst, and
Huntington Bank
Rachel Catherine Petri

DR. GEORGE AND ELLEN
Rieveschl Endowed
SCHOLARSHIP
Pimlapas Kumkerd

EDUCATIONAL DIVERSITY
SCHOLARSHIP
Ana Laura Arredondo Ramirez
Olivia Carland Bangert
Saia Bedford
Nattily Jade Binda
Michaela Magdalene Blythe
Lottie Sierra Bowling
Makayla Nicole Boyer
Imani Gabrielle Brantly
Tyler Christian Brooks
Corinne Faith Byrne
Maiya Jordan Caldwell
Alyia Briana Cannon
Skylar Lohr Christman
Dini Cirwihian
Autumn Leigh Clark
Matthew Colberg
Lindsey Collins
Cayla Marie Cowans
Chanelle Pascale Dau Pino
Katelynn Marie Dinius
Paolo Francesco Dongo Osore
John Allen Duckworth
Sherwin Quintanilla Ealy
Mya AnTongy Elliott
Tayshawn M. Elliott
Carlos Armando Garcia Herrera
Chase Anthony Gilbert
Kaelyn M. Gumbert
Heather Danna Hamilton
Getajia Alexes Henry
Kiara Danielle Hernandez
Hannah Elisabeth Hicks
Tyler Wesley Hoskins
Mason Allan Howard
Kayla Ja’Del Hudson
Immya Quanae Hughes
Jaylen Nasir Jones
Melissa Maksic Powell
Stephanie Reanna Maldonado
Reinhard
Keller James McGrath
Andrew Edward Wei-Ting Pollard
Alexander Cole Presler
Jessica B. Reichl
Brooke Victoria Roberts
Gracie Vest
Tyler Scott Wright

FARRIS SCHOLARS IN
INFORMATICS
Ludiana Wubseth Atnafu
Proctor Wood Mercer
Rachel Swinford

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP - MUSIC
Claudia Bow
Madison Leigh Frye
Alexis Grace Gabbard
Nicholas Robert Holland
Brendan Michael Maharrey
Kevin Wayne Patrick
Katlin Suekoff
Brett Anthony Thaman

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP - THEATRE
Haley Louise Beggs
Kayla Nichole Braden
Jeshaun Aukeem Jackson

FOUNDERS SCHOLARSHIP
Gatin Alexander Acuff
Sean T. Belhumeur
Nattily Jade Binda
Dylan Richard Bolivia
Christopher James Bridewell
Kathleen Jewel Bryant
Anne Rebekah Burt
Austin Byrd
Faith Nicole Carroll
Teagan Nicole Carson
Katelynn Marie Dinius
Alec Tyler Fields
Hallie Elizabeth Fogarty

GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Mai Xuan Thi Dao
Shraddha Dhakal
Amon Yves Desire Ettien

LAUREN M. SMITH
SKYLER BREANN STAMPER
TY’NAISHA BRIANNE TAYLOR
CAITLYN RENEE TERNINI
ANDREW PAUL TOPMILLER
SAVANNAH ROSE TOWNSEND
JORDAN ALEX TRIMBLE
ADAM MCKINLEY UHLENBROCK
AMANDA VAN ARSDALL
ABIGAIL CHEYENNE WALKER
GRANT MICHAEL WARREN
JACOB PAUL WILSON
TESSA CORINNE WOOODY
BRIANNA ELIZABETH WRIGHT

CORBETT INSTITUTIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP
KEVIN WAYNE PATRICK

CORBETT MUSIC & THEATRE
SCHOLARSHIP
MARY MAY COX
Chanelle Pascale Dau Pino

DATA SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP
JAKE ANDREW ANDERSON
ELENA FLERLAGE
PROCTOR WOOD MERCER
KATELYNN DAWN QUINN
NICHOLAS MICHAEL WINDLER
JASON AND LINDA ALLEN
SCHOLARSHIP
JACQUELYN ANNASTASSIA KOVSCEK

DAVID AND RUTH B. ILER
ENDEWED SCHOLARSHIP
ANNA ELIZABETH ASKREN
JOHN ALLEN DUCKWORTH
SOPHIA EMMA MINTOSH

DEAN’S SCHOLARSHIP
JUSTIN BURLINGAME
ALEXIS GRACE GABBARD
JORDYNN MCPHILLIPS
FAUSTINA ROSE MULNIK
NATALIE MORGAN WEHRLE
BLAKE WEAVER

DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARSHIP
SUPPORTED BY GIFTS FROM ALICE
SPARKS, RON AND SHERRIE NOEL,
WILLIAM AND BETTY VERST, AND
HUNTINGTON BANK
RACHEL CATHERINE PETRI

DR. GEORGE AND ELLEN
Rieveschl Endowed
SCHOLARSHIP
PIMLAPAS KUMKERD

EDUCATIONAL DIVERSITY
SCHOLARSHIP
ANA LAURA ARREDONDO RAMIREZ
OLIVIA CARLAND BANGERT
SAIA BEDFORD
NATTILY JADE BINDA

JORDAN LEIGH SIMPSON
ISAIAH CAIN SMITH
TARYN ANDRIA SMITH
THOMAS LES SMITH
HAZEL BERNARD SPARKS
BROOKLYN JO STEPHENS
BRITTANY SYMBONE STYLES
KAYLA MARIE SONOYEE TORRES
REGINA LUCILLE UTZ
MYLES FELIX WALLACE
CAROLINE WORMALD

FACULTY SENATE SCHOLARSHIP
RYAN PHILLIP BROCK

FARRIS SCHOLARS IN
BUSINESS
NICHOLAS THOMAS BILTZ
NOAH SCOTT FISHER
ADDISON RAE FRAZIER
CHELSEA MICHELLE GARVEY
PEYTON JOHN HOWORKA
STEPHANIE REANNA MALDONADO
REINHARD
KELLER JAMES MCGRATH
ANDREW EDWARD WEI-TING POLLARD
ALEXANDER COLE PRESLER
JESSICA B. REICHL
BROOKE VICTORIA ROBERTS
GRACIE VEST
TYLER SCOTT WRIGHT

FARRIS SCHOLARS IN
INFORMATICS
LUDIANA WUBSETH ATNAFU
PROCTOR WOOD MERCER
RACHEL SWINFORD

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP - MUSIC
CLAUDIA BOW
MADISON LEIGH FRYE
ALEXIS GRACE GABBARD
NICHOLAS ROBERT HOLLAND
BRENDAN MICHAEL MAHARREY
KEVIN WAYNE PATRICK
KATLIN SUEKOFF
BRETT ANTHONY THAMAN

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP - THEATRE
HALEY LOUISE BEGGS
KAYLA NICOLE BRADEN
JESAHAUN AUKHEEM JACKSON

FOUNDERS SCHOLARSHIP
GATIN ALEXANDER ACUFF
SEAN T. BELHUMEUR
NATTILY JADE BINDA
DYLAN RICHARD BOILING
CHRISTOPHER JAMES BRIDEWELL
KATHLEEN JEWEL BRYANT
ANNE REBEKAH BURT
AUSTIN BYRD
FAITH NICOLE CARROLL
TEAGAN NICOLE CARSON
KATELYNN MARIE DINIUS
ALEC TYLER FIELDS
HALLIE ELIZABETH FOGARTY

ANGELA ROSE FORD
ALEX BRYANT HAWSKLEY
KATHERINE A. HOLTZ
SYDNEY ILLG
JAYLEN NASIR JONES
RIEILLY ELYSE KAPLAN
BAILEY MARIE KEMME
CHRISTOPHER SCOTT KIRKWOOD
TREVOR ALAN LABREE
SAMANTHA MERCEDES LOHNER
ISAAC NICOLAS MAYES
KAITLYN SUE MEYER
MAXWELL RICHARD MILLBOURN
PAUL NORBERTO MILLER
BRANDON DAVID MOLONEY
FAUSTINA ROSE MULNIK
MAKENZIE RAE NELSON
MORGAN ASHLEY POND
KATELYNN DAWN QUINN
JESSICA B. REICHL
JONATHAN FREDERICK SHAW
ISAAC CAIN SMITH
EMMA KATE STANLEY
MARISSA JADE TENDAM
EVAN JAMES THOMAS
SAMANTHA JANE WEBSTER
NATALIE MORGAN WEHRLE
ETHAN H. WIELAND

FRIENDS OF FINE ARTS
SCHOLARSHIP
HALEY LOUISE BEGGS
MAJDI ESABAGHI
KATLIN SUEKOFF

GATEWAY 2 NKU AWARD
SAVANNAH RAE ALLEN
HALEY BOUVIN
NOAH CHRISTOPHER BRADEN
BRITTANY BRANDENBURG
PATRICIA CAROL BROCK
JACKSON BROWN
LIBBY GEBAUER
ELISA MEGAN HERNANDEZ
CHANDRA MIRIJA HUFF
HAMDI HUSSIN JAMA
ADRIENNE REE KEARNS
ETHEL WILENE LANE
JADYN RAE LEES
JADE ALEXANDRA MELVILLE
CHRISTINA LYNN MENDOZ
ASHLEY BROOKE OSBORNE
RACHEL MARIE RAMLER
HEATHER RUNGE
DONNELLY MARIE SIMMONS
KACIA FAITH SMITH
BRITTANY LYNN STRAUS
ADRIENNE MARIE TEJEDA
MARIA DANIELLE TRUITT
GIORINELA VILLALBA PALACIOS
KYLE WILLIAMS
JAYME WISCHER

GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT AWARD
MAI XUAN THI DAO
SHRADDHA DHAKAL
AMON YES DESIRE ETTIEN

28 // NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY // SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
Ludiana Wubshet Atanfu
Gianni Bouzoukis
Dylan Nicholas Bufton
Mai Xuan Thi Dao
Shraddha Dhakal
Amon Yves Desire Ettien
Orla Fitzsimmons
Elisabeth Kone
Phuong Nguyen Le
Meshaki Thomas Mushangwe
Rouguiatou Ngayo Sall
Aryan Shrestha
Jayden Connor Wakeham
INTERNATIONAL STUDY SCHOLARSHIP
Arianna Marie Catalano
Brendan Connelly
Issa Diawara
Jonathan Duane Everett
Jeshaun Aukeem Jackson
Phuong Nguyen Le
Sabrina Alexis Mack
Mae Ashly Miller
Faustina Rose Mulnik
Rachel Catherine Petri
Erin Patricia Reardon
Bethany M. Singleton
Alex Benjamin Smithson
Alexander William Patrick Sprecker
JACKMAN SCHOLARS
Elisabeth Kone
Hope Elizabeth Mason
Grant Michael Warren
JAMES C. AND RACHEL M. VOTRUBA ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Arianna Marie Catalano
Jackson Duane Coates
Bailey Marie Kemme
Diamond Elizabeth Martin
Mae Ashly Miller
Faustina Rose Mulnik
Rachel Catherine Petri
Erin Patricia Reardon
JAN WALLING MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Rachel Catherine Petri
JEFFREY A. HARDIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Ludiana Wubshet Atanfu
Jarod Thomas Bartlett
Morgan Mills
JEROME D. ROBINSON SCHOLARSHIP
Darius Alan Butler
JOHN TOEBBEN MEMORIAL ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Stian Troleboe Joergensen
JRG SCHOLARSHIP
Darius Alan Butler
Evan James Thomas
JUANITA WERLING ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Chelsea Michelle Garvey
JUDY CAROL CORTNETT MEMORIAL ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Meghan Claire Greenwell
KCTCS SCHOLARSHIP
Samantha Abell
Noah Christopher Braden
Brittainy Brandenburg
Patricia Carol Brock
Jackson Brown
Aaron Chapman
Lina Nassim Daher
Kayla Makenzie Dodd
Aaron Eversole
Libby Gebauer
Chandra Miriah Huff
Chelaiia Patrice Johnson
Ethel Wilene Lane
Makayla Paige Littleton
Illieh Napier
Felecia Marie Neal
Raeagan Michelle Neikirk
Ashley Brooke Osborne
Tyler Coleman Roberts
Peyton Robinson
Sabina Jennifer Shoyat
Brittany Lynn Straus
Elvan Thang
Maria Danielle Truitt
Glorinela Villalba Palacios
Kyle Williams
Lena Rose Wolkov
Brandon Yanke
KEITH G. STEWART ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Andrew Winfield Evans
L.I.F.E. SCHOLARS
Jaylen Nasir Jones
Ludiana Wubshet Atanfu
LARRY GIESMANN AND LAURA TRICE ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Zachary Lawrence Birdsall
Kyle Mastin
MAYENSION MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Chenai Lawrence Birdsall
Kim Jorgensen
LEE CORRINGTON STEM ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Sylvia Kaline Steinhauser
LEON E. BOOTE INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
Issa Diawara
Sabrina Alexis Mack
LYNN BROUBACK SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Olivia Katherine Zahnies
MACY’S JAVOSKY SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT
Jacob Wesley Chamberlin
Brooke Victoria Roberts
MAZAK COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS SCHOLARSHIP
Adeehah Johari Sallaah
MEN’S BASEBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Noah Scott Fisher
Brennan Christopher Gick
Terry Jacob Graves
Proctor Wood Mercer
Nick Scott Noble
Tyler Ollier
Noah Alphonso Richardson
Jayden Connor Wakeham
MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Bryson Malik Langdon
Adrian Trevor Nelson
MEN’S GOLF SCHOLARSHIP
Alex Doss
Avery Paul Green
MEN’S SOCCER SCHOLARSHIP
Gianni Bouzoukis
Dylan Nicholas Bufton
Stian Troleboe Joergensen
MEN’S TRACK/CROSS COUNTRY SCHOLARSHIP
Zachary Lawrence Birdsall
Kyle Mastin
MEREDITH CUBERO WOMEN’S BASKETBALL ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Simona Mae Reid
Rachel Swinford
MICHAEL FRANCIS ZALLA MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Katelyn Marie Clough
Hallie Elizabeth Fogarty
Angela Rose Ford
Sophia Emma McIntosh
Natasha Marie Nail
MILACRON GEIER FOUNDATION ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Kamgang Romaric Kengne
Griffin Douglas Reinert
NANCY JANES BOOTE ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Aliya Briana Cannon
NKH/ALBERT WEHRY MEMORIAL ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Pimalapras Kumkerd
NKU ALUMNI LEGACY FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Elise Lucille Bezdol
Jacob Wesley Chamberlin
Abigail Lynn Schub
Brooklyn Jo Stephens

NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Caden Elizabeth Adams
Steven Ryan Adamson
Eden Shaye Alexander
Jake Andrew Anderson
Emily Rose Anneken
Seth Andrew Arlinghaus
Kelly Nicole Aralt
Alexander James Barnes
Olivia Rose Barrett
Ashley Elena Beaudoin
Shane Russell Beers
Haley Louise Beegs
Mary Abigail Behrens
Claire Berkeley
Amanda Berkebeier
Brett Thomas Bessler
Kennedi Renee Bishop
Chloe Marie Black
Megan Marie Rodgers
Courtney Ann Blythe
Michaela Magdalene Blythe
Morgan Rose Boggs
Hannah Marie Bolton
Gina Nicole Booker
Lottie Sierra Bowling
Makayla Nicole Boyer
Luke Thomas Bradford
Lily Noel Bradley
Matthew Allen Bramer
Kennedy Nicole Brand
Nathan Allen Bremer
Anna Marie Brinkmann
Ryan Phillip Brock
Bradley Steven Brown
Austin Allen Bryan
Olivia Renee Bryan
Mason Alexander Bullard
Corrine Nicole Burke
Mallory Busam
Dominic Anthony Buzzutto
Corinne Faith Byrne
Maiya Jordan Caldwell
Averie Marie Calvert
Emily Lou Caswell
Blake Steven Chesnut
Thomas Arnold Cleary, Jr.
Katelyn Marie Clough
Lindsey Collins
Shelby Cecelia Collins
Wesley D. Collins
Hannah Joy Combs
Chloe Cook
Delaney Corneilson
Andrew Wayne Courter
Cayla Marie Cowans
Megan Riley Cox
Kaitlyn Grace Craig
David Charles Currier
Sage Daman
Mai Xuan Thi Dao
Carolyn Ashley Dee
Megan LeRae Dirr
Derek Timothy Disibio
Rebecca Irene Dodge
Cheyenne Starr Dowen
Maeve Margaret Dunn
Natalie Gale Eller
Sarah Nicole Etler
Madison Emily Evans
Madeline Ann Feller
Avery Jean Feinauer
Mackenzie Page Feltner
Noah Scott Fisher
Natalie Marie Fox
Morgan Elizabeth Fraley
Addison Rae Frazier
Madelynn Rose Frey
Collin Edward Frondorf
Joshua D. Gabillard
Macy Elizabeth Gabbard
Hannah J. Gallatin
Lillian Ruth Snowden Gamel
Carlos Armando Garcia Herrera
Deegan Reis Gearing
Matthew William Gelofsk
Brennan Christopher Gick
Russell Thomas Gifford
Chase Anthony Gilbert
Kaitlyn Grace Gillespie
Alyssa Gilliam
Haley Morgan Goldhahn
David Christopher Goodwin
Riley Shea Graham
Destiny M. Graves
Meghan Claire Greenwell
Mallory Denise Grove
Ethan Gregory Guseman
Mallory Kay Haley
Heather Danae Hamilton
Natalie Marie Hardig
Brooke Cierra Hardin
Leslie Paige Harrison
Lillian Marie Harvey
Hunter Christian Hayden
Carter Herrns
Kiara Danielle Hernandez
Hailey Herrmann
Hannah Elizabeth Hicks
James Austin Michael Hill
Olivia Hinton
Megan N. Hoffman
Alexandria Hogston
Nicholas Robert Holland
Annavrin Marie Hopkins
Jordan Taylor House
Mason Allan Howard
Peyton John Howorka
Breanna Nikole Huddleston
Kayla Ja’Dei Hudson
Megan Leigh Huff
Hope Kathryn Inman
Emma Claire Izzo
Taylor Nicole DeWitt
Joy Lynn Kappesser
Alexis Riann Keeton
Clara Taylor-Rae Kennedy
Damon Maxwell Kennedy
Michael J. Kennedy
Anthony Jacob Kent
Jessica JoAnn King
Mason Scott Kinsella
Dankan Zayne Klein
Daren Knauft
Hunter James Kolb
Jacquelyn Annastasia Kovscek
Madeline Ann Kremer
Pinalpas Kumkerd
Danielle Olivia Larison
Madeline Murphy Larison
Abigail Patricia Laws
Phuong Nguyen Le
Abigail Ruth Leonard
Clayton Mitchell Lett
Hannah Michelle Lewis
Greysen Elijah Love
Brendan Michael Maharrey
Stephanie Reanna Maldonado
Reinhard
Madeline Marie Malone
Sydney Suzanne Mangette
Alisa Nicole Mardis
Brendan Edward Martin
Diamond Elizabeth Martin
Haley Marie Martin
Claire Elizabeth Maschino
Mercede Sky Maschino
Kyle Mastin
Sean M. Matthews
Erica K. Mattingly
Carson Elizabeth Mayes
Alex Mayhugh
Noah Edward Mays
Elizabeth Joan McClure
Samantha Elizabeth McCoy
Jalen McDaniel
Keller James McGrath
Shannon Elizabeth McGuire
Hanna M. McKay
Alexis Kay Mendell
Mallory R. Michaels
Camryn Lynn Michul
Karlee Yvette Migneault
Ashlin Elizabeth Miller
Mae Ashly Miller
Zachary Scott Milligan
Taylor Mohan
Molly Elizabeth Moore
Tyler Phillip Murphy
Mikayla Christina Nagel
Natacha Marie Nair
Raeang Michelle Neikirk
Taylor Newman
Wendy Ni
Michael Harris Nieman
Rebecca Lynn Noel
Kristen Elizabeth Olthaus
Lexus Renee Ossege
Christine Owens
Erika Kathleen Owens
Rechael Elizabeth Owens
Anthony Taylor Pack
Austin Paolucci
Rebecca Anne Peterson
Andrew Edward Wei-Ting Pollard
Natalie Marie Powell
Alexander Cole Presler
Donald Nathan Price
Victoria Rae Putterbaugh
Eri Patricia Reardon
Simona Mae Reid
McKayla Nicole Remine
Brandon M. Riley
Kaitlin Rose Robbins
Brooke Victoria Roberts
Rhianne Marie Robinson
Marcus Lee Rocos
Brian Gregory Roesel
Evan Rogers
Amaya Andrice McGrath Rowe
Elizabeth Eve Rozin
Jesse Michael Russell
Jonathan Parker Rust
Rachel A Ruwe
Bryan Michael Sandborn
Samuel D. Schaefer
Jacob Cooper Scherr
Hope Elizabeth Schleper
Brooklyn Schneider
Kathryn Elizabeth Schneider
William George Schulte
Allison Margaret Schultz
Brandon Thomas Schultz
Grant Michael Schrieber
Alyssa Dianne Scott
Jack Paul Shannon
Paige Delight Sheby
Thomas Riley Sheehan
Emilia R D Sherriff
Lynsey Michelle Shipley
Skylar Lohr Christman
Mariah C. Shular
Kyle Thomas Siefert
Micah Simpson
Taylor L. Six
Abigail Ann Skerbetz
Samuel Sloum
Abigail Rose Smith
Taryn Andria Smith
Thomas Les Smith
Alex Benjamin Smithson
Abigail Parker Spears
Alexander William Patrick Sprecker
Katherine Louise Stagg
Kiley Shea Marie Steiner
Byron Roger Stone
Kenton Edward Stoppelwer
Taylor Elizabeth Sturdivant
Zachary Allen Suman
Rachel Swindon
Alyssa Marie Taylor
Ashlee Ann Taylor
Brett Anthony Thaman
Cameron Thornberry
Kayla Marie Songuee Torres
Hannah Lynn Tucker
Alexander Vanbenschoten
Chloe Ellen Vanover
Alexia Danielle Varney
Brewer Vega
Gracie Vest
Megan Vineyard
Hope Elizabeth Wagner
William Thomas Wagner
Lauren Wahlbrink
Christopher Edward Wallace
Daesh Washington
Zoe Watkins
Noah Christopher Weidig
Blake Weimer
Cassandra Wilber
Madelyn Lee Wilke
Brooklyn Joann Wilson
Faith Marie Wilson
Katherine Lea Wilson
Sarah C. Wilson
Nicholas Michael Winnder
Alexis Nicole Witt
Caroline Wormald
Lexi Nicole Wright
Tyler Scott Wright
Hannah Olivia Wynn
Dylan Scott Young
Kyle Zamborsky
Carolyn Marie Zeis
Megan Nicole Ziegelmeyer

NORTHERN DIFFERENCE
Noah Balser
Kelly Nicole Baralt
Saija Bedford
Holden Goddard Blair
Bella Rose Bryan
Alisha Nicole East
Cameron H. Gable
Susana Rey Garcia
Brandon Franklin Gibbs
Leslie Paige Harrison
Kiara Danielle Hernandez
Kadiye Jama
Sydney Peyton Kratz
Breanna Morgan Nichole Lovell
Haley Marie Martin
Morgan Erin Kelsey McKinzie
Baylie Brenet Ormes
Gabreale Teona Petty
Brielle Points
Tayla Scott
Lauren Rose Silva
Taylor Elizabeth Stagg
Ty’Naisha Brianne Taylor
Myles Felix Wallace
Noah Christopher Weidig

NORTHERN KENTUCKY GOLFERS ASSOCIATION ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Avery Paul Green

PEARSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Hunter James Kolb

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Savannah Elizabeth Brady
Joseph W. Broering
Adrianna Maria Brownstead
Jackson Duane Coates
Andrew Winfield Evans
Elijah Flerlage
Tyler Wallace Hellmann
Rachel Catherine Petri
Nicholas Granville Sebastian
Hazel Bernard Sparks

PROJECT GRADUATE
Maria Bessler
Cameron Lee Fay
Melissa Ann King
Emma Michelle King
Susan Mary Milles
Mylena Shimaos Smith
Psychology Alumni Scholarship
Cheyenne Starr Doyen

R.C. DURR ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Noah Balser
Elise Lucille Bezold
Victoria Nicole Cooper
Ramey Winter Hensley
Kamgang Romaric Kengne
Abigail Ruth Leonhard
Samuel Adam List
Savannah Skye Pate
Breigh Nicole Soto
Joseph Ryan Spicer
Kassandra Paige Whittington

ROBERT AND JOANN BRINKMAN SCHOLARSHIP
Kathleen Jewel Bryant

ROBERT AND ROSALEE WHEELER ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Zachary Edward Hennemann
Madeline Ann Kremer
Taylor Newman
Katherine Louise Staggs

ROBERT W. AND SUE D. GODERWIS ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Jake Andrew Anderson
Megan LeRae Dit
Jalen McDaniel

SANDRA W. EASTON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Thomas Arnold Cleary, Jr.

SCHRLETER FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Chelaia Patrice Johnson

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Hunter Brown
Matthew John Dietz
Bryant W Housemeyer
Julia Elizabeth Mcglincey
Brian Gregory Roesel
Katie C. Stanton
Phitrampa Suweerawattanakit

SCRIPPS HOWARD FOUNDATION COMMUNICATION ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Addison Susan Bradley

SEHNERT-PUGH SCHOLARSHIP
Abdikadar Abdullahi Ali
Ludina Wubshet Atnafu
Damon Maxwell Kennedy
Proctor Wood Mercer
Jack Paul Shannon

SHELDON B. AND FERN H. STORER HONORS SCHOLARSHIP
Haley Louise Beggs
Addison Susan Bradley
Thomas Arnold Cleary, Jr.
Katelyn Marie Clough
Lydia Michelle Davis
Zachary Farrell
Bailey Marie Kemme
Kaitlyn Sue Meyer
Faustina Rose Mulnik
Rebecca Lynn Noel
Erin Patricia Reardon
Simona Mae Reid
Brooklyn Jo Stephens

SOAR SCHOLARSHIP
Adrianna Maria Brownstead
Damon Maxwell Kennedy
Mila Rose Narvaiz
Savannah Skye Pate
Hazel Bernard Sparks
Ashlee Ann Taylor
Kyle Zamborsky

SPIRAL FESTIVAL ENDOIMENT
Dylan James Barney

STEINHAUSER ATHLETIC ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Adrian Trevor Nelson

STEINMAN FAMILY ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Niko F. Odum

THE CENTER FOR INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
Ariel Allison Shadrer

THELMA LOUISE GREIN ENDED SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED
Lauren Olivia Branham
Sarah Catherine Colwell

TONY MAZZARO ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Madison Emily Evans

TRANSFER AWARD
Kacy Gilkerson
Calder Grant Holton
Olivia G. Kettler
Randy L. Mboyo
Jacob Morton

TRIO ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Abdikadar Abdullahi Ali
Kaitlyn Nicole Lawson
Natalie Luodan Smith

UPTOWN ARTS SCHOLARSHIP
Olivia Rose Barrell
Mae Ashly Miller

VERST GROUP LOGISTICS GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
Koleman David Andrew Cichon
Bryan Michael Sandborn
Garrett Alan Turner

W. MICHAEL BAKER STAFF CONGRESS SCHOLARSHIP
Alyssa Marie Taylor

WILLIAM H. GREAVES SCHOLARSHIP
Elise Lucille Bezold
Elijah Flerlage
Ramey Winter Hensley
Kamgang Romaric Kengne
Abigail Ruth Leonhard
Samuel Adam List
Savannah Skye Pate

WILLIAM T. (TAY) ROBINSON IV TENNIS ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Elizabeth Eve Rozin

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY SCHOLARSHIP
Madelynn Rose Frey
Sydney Suzanne Manette
McKenzie McDaniel
Emily Payton Phillips
Lynsey Michelle Shipley

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCHOLARSHIP
Ella Irene Holland
Morgan Charlee Jewell
Madelyn Ann Koewler
Olivia Menssen
Chloe Mills

WOMEN’S SOFTBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Autumn Leigh Clark
Jordan Marie Jenkins
Elizabeth Eve Rozin
Women’s Volleyball Scholarship
Anna Marie Brinkmann
Natalie Marie Hardig
Miranda Marie Wucherer

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Lauren Wahlbrink
Christopher Edward Wallace
Daesh Washington
Zoe Watkins
Noah Christopher Weidig
Blake Weimer
Cassandra Wilber
Madelyn Lee Wilke
Brooklyn Joann Wilson
Faith Marie Wilson
Katherine Lea Wilson
Sarah C. Wilson
Nicholas Michael Windle
Alexis Nicole Witt
Caroline Wormald
Lexi Nicole Wright
Tyler Scott Wright
Hannah Olivia Wynn
Dylan Scott Young
Kyle Zamborsky
Carolyn Marie Zeis
Megan Nicole Ziegelmeyer

NORTHERN DIFFERENCE
Noah Balser
Kelly Nicole Baralt
Saija Bedford
Holden Goddard Blair
Bella Rose Bryan
Alisha Nicole East
Cameron H. Gable
Susana Rey Garcia
Brandon Franklin Gibbs
Leslie Paige Harrison
Kiara Danielle Hernandez
Kadiye Jama
Sydney Peyton Kratz
Breanna Morgan Nichole Lovell
Haley Marie Martin
Morgan Erin Kelsey McKinzie
Baylie Brenet Ormes
Gabreale Teona Petty
Brielle Points
Tayla Scott
Lauren Rose Silva
Taylor Elizabeth Stagg
Ty’Naisha Brianne Taylor
Myles Felix Wallace
Noah Christopher Weidig

NORTHERN KENTUCKY GOLFERS ASSOCIATION ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Avery Paul Green

PEARSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Hunter James Kolb

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Savannah Elizabeth Brady
Joseph W. Broering
Adrianna Maria Brownstead
Jackson Duane Coates
Andrew Winfield Evans
Elijah Flerlage
Tyler Wallace Hellmann
Rachel Catherine Petri
Nicholas Granville Sebastian
Hazel Bernard Sparks

PROJECT GRADUATE
Maria Bessler
Cameron Lee Fay
Melissa Ann King
Emma Michelle King
Susan Mary Milles
Mylena Shimaos Smith
Psychology Alumni Scholarship
Cheyenne Starr Doyen

R.C. DURR ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Noah Balser
Elise Lucille Bezold
Victoria Nicole Cooper
Ramey Winter Hensley
Kamgang Romaric Kengne
Abigail Ruth Leonhard
Samuel Adam List
Savannah Skye Pate
Breigh Nicole Soto
Joseph Ryan Spicer
Kassandra Paige Whittington

ROBERT AND JOANN BRINKMAN SCHOLARSHIP
Kathleen Jewel Bryant

ROBERT AND ROSALEE WHEELER ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Zachary Edward Hennemann
Madeline Ann Kremer
Taylor Newman
Katherine Louise Staggs

ROBERT W. AND SUE D. GODERWIS ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Jake Andrew Anderson
Megan LeRae Dit
Jalen McDaniel

SANDRA W. EASTON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Thomas Arnold Cleary, Jr.

SCHRLETER FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Chelaia Patrice Johnson

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Hunter Brown
Matthew John Dietz
Bryant W Housemeyer
Julia Elizabeth Mcglincey
Brian Gregory Roesel
Katie C. Stanton
Phitrampa Suweerawattanakit

SCRIPPS HOWARD FOUNDATION COMMUNICATION ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Addison Susan Bradley

SEHNERT-PUGH SCHOLARSHIP
Abdikadar Abdullahi Ali
Ludina Wubshet Atnafu
Damon Maxwell Kennedy
Proctor Wood Mercer
Jack Paul Shannon

SHELDON B. AND FERN H. STORER HONORS SCHOLARSHIP
Haley Louise Beggs
Addison Susan Bradley
Thomas Arnold Cleary, Jr.
Katelyn Marie Clough
Lydia Michelle Davis
Zachary Farrell
Bailey Marie Kemme
Kaitlyn Sue Meyer
Faustina Rose Mulnik
Rebecca Lynn Noel
Erin Patricia Reardon
Simona Mae Reid
Brooklyn Jo Stephens

SOAR SCHOLARSHIP
Adrianna Maria Brownstead
Damon Maxwell Kennedy
Mila Rose Narvaiz
Savannah Skye Pate
Hazel Bernard Sparks
Ashlee Ann Taylor
Kyle Zamborsky

SPIRAL FESTIVAL ENDOIMENT
Dylan James Barney

STEINHAUSER ATHLETIC ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Adrian Trevor Nelson

STEINMAN FAMILY ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Niko F. Odum

THE CENTER FOR INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
Ariel Allison Shadrer

THELMA LOUISE GREIN ENDED SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED
Lauren Olivia Branham
Sarah Catherine Colwell

TONY MAZZARO ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Madison Emily Evans

TRANSFER AWARD
Kacy Gilkerson
Calder Grant Holton
Olivia G. Kettler
Randy L. Mboyo
Jacob Morton

TRIO ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Abdikadar Abdullahi Ali
Kaitlyn Nicole Lawson
Natalie Luodan Smith

UPTOWN ARTS SCHOLARSHIP
Olivia Rose Barrell
Mae Ashly Miller

VERST GROUP LOGISTICS GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
Koleman David Andrew Cichon
Bryan Michael Sandborn
Garrett Alan Turner

W. MICHAEL BAKER STAFF CONGRESS SCHOLARSHIP
Alyssa Marie Taylor

WILLIAM H. GREAVES SCHOLARSHIP
Elise Lucille Bezold
Elijah Flerlage
Ramey Winter Hensley
Kamgang Romaric Kengne
Abigail Ruth Leonhard
Samuel Adam List
Savannah Skye Pate

WILLIAM T. (TAY) ROBINSON IV TENNIS ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Elizabeth Eve Rozin

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY SCHOLARSHIP
Madelynn Rose Frey
Sydney Suzanne Manette
McKenzie McDaniel
Emily Payton Phillips
Lynsey Michelle Shipley

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCHOLARSHIP
Ella Irene Holland
Morgan Charlee Jewell
Madelyn Ann Koewler
Olivia Menssen
Chloe Mills

WOMEN’S SOFTBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Autumn Leigh Clark
Jordan Marie Jenkins
Elizabeth Eve Rozin
Women’s Volleyball Scholarship
Anna Marie Brinkmann
Natalie Marie Hardig
Miranda Marie Wucherer
REGENTS’ AWARD
Jackson Coates
The Regents’ Award is given to a senior student who has demonstrated professionalism and leadership within the university community and who has an emphasis on continuation of studies at the graduate level. A minimum grade-point average of 3.3 is required. The student may show evidence of the intent to pursue further educational opportunities. This award will be presented upon completion of degree requirements. This award is sponsored by the Northern Kentucky University Board of Regents. This year’s recipient is Jackson Coates, who is a biological sciences major.

UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Mia Derks
The University Service Award is given to a senior student who has provided outstanding service to the university through: (1) student involvement in such areas as sports, fraternity/sorority affiliations, intramurals, student government, student organizations, the Northerner, etc.; (2) student involvement in civic organizations or agencies such as Easter Seals, Redwood School, Boys and Girls Club, YMCA, Boy and Girl Scouts, Welcome House, etc.; and (3) academic achievement such as student publications, student presentations, grade-point average, etc. While a minimum grade-point average of 3.00 is required, the individual’s academic record should be given equal weight with student involvement in both university and community activities. This award will be presented upon completion of degree requirements. This award is sponsored by the Northern Kentucky University Alumni Association. This year’s recipient is Mia Derks, who is a history and international studies major.

EXCELSIOR AWARD
Aryan Shrestha
The Excelsior Award is presented to an outstanding senior student who has overcome great obstacles to achieve his/her academic pursuits. These obstacles may be physical, emotional, financial, age-related, etc. A minimum grade-point average of 3.0 is required. This award will be presented upon completion of degree requirements. This award is sponsored by the Office of Student Affairs. This year’s recipient is Aryan Shrestha, who is a computer science major with double minors in mathematics and computer information technology.

FACULTY SENATE AWARD
Samuel Bauer
The Faculty Senate Award is given to a senior student who has demonstrated exceptional skills and productivity in an independent study project. An independent study project is defined as a faculty supervised research or scholarly work which has as its goal the publication, presentation and/or exhibition of results. The project should be conducted outside of a formal classroom and last at least one semester, preferably longer. This award will be presented upon completion of degree requirements. This award is sponsored by the Faculty Senate. This year’s recipient is Samuel Bauer, who is a biological sciences major.
OTHER AWARDS

OFFICE OF STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Samantha Mason
Kyle Siefert

NORSE LEGACY
Jasmyn Browder
Abigail Leonard

RACHEL VOTRUBA ARETE AWARD
Marie Moreno, Alpha Omicron Pi

KEN RAMEY FOUNDERS AWARD
Ray Archer, Theta Chi

LATINO STUDENT INITIATIVES

LATINO STUDENT INITIATIVES (LSI) STUDENT OF THE YEAR
Estefania Correa

OFFICE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENT INITIATIVES

AA SI BLAZING STAR
Danielle Polion

AA SI AMBASSADOR TO THE OFFICE
Sierra Blair

SPIRIT OF SERVICE AWARD
Sierra Blair

UNSUNG CHAMPION AWARD
Sierra Blair

AA SI NP HC GREEK WOMAN OF THE YEAR
Sierra Blair

AA SI NP HC GREEK MAN OF THE YEAR
Tayshawn Elliott

OFFICE OF LGBTQA+ STUDENT INITIATIVES CENTER FOR STUDENT INCLUSIVENESS

FRIENDS OF THE LGBTQA+ STUDENT INITIATIVES AWARD
Anna Burt

FACULTY SENATE AWARD
Elise Bezold
The Faculty Senate Award is given to a senior student who has demonstrated exceptional skills and productivity in an independent study project. An independent study project is defined as a faculty supervised research or scholarly work which has as its goal the publication, presentation and/or exhibition of results. The project should be conducted outside of a formal classroom and last at least one semester, preferably longer. This award will be presented upon completion of degree requirements. This award is sponsored by the Faculty Senate. This year’s recipient is Elise Bezold, who is a chemistry major.

NKU FOUNDATION STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARD
Katelyn Clough
The NKU Foundation Student Leadership Award is given to a student leader who has provided outstanding service to the university through student government or another significant student leadership role. Although a specific grade-point average is not required, the individual should be strong academically, as their academic record will be considered. Sponsored by the NKU Foundation, this award was created to honor Cliff Borland, John Brooking and Henry “Bud” Pogue for their leadership roles in creating the Foundation and for their many years of service to the Foundation and the university. This year’s recipient is Katelyn Clough, who is a neuroscience major.
ABOUT THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Commencement exercises today at Northern Kentucky University give special attention to the pageantry of the ceremony. The counterpart of this pageantry is enacted each year on campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates’ years of study and preparation for increased responsibility.

ACADEMIC ATTIRE

Today, all candidates for degrees and those who hold degrees, including college officials, faculty and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The formal color for most caps and gowns is black. However, holders of different degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards). Hoods of various hues drape down the back of the gowns. Recipients of the associate and bachelor degrees at NKU wear black gowns and black and gold tassels; recipients of the master and doctoral degrees wear black gowns and tassels that correspond to the color of their particular discipline; and recipients of the degree of Juris Doctor wear black gowns and purple tassels.

Those wearing academic costumes wear caps in the academic processions and throughout the ceremony.

Members of the university governing body are entitled to wear doctoral gowns. The Regents regalia is a gold gown with three black chevrons and trim and an eight-sided tam with gold tassel. This attire is distinctive of the Board of Regents of NKU.

For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctor’s gowns, edgings of hoods and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the colleges and degrees at NKU are as follows:

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
- Master of Arts in English (white)
- Master of Arts in Integrative Studies (white)
- Master of Arts in Public History (white)
- Master of Public Administration (peacock blue)
- Master of Science in Industrial-Organizational Psychology (old gold)

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS (DRAB)
- Master of Accountancy
- Master of Business Administration
- Master of Business Leadership and Innovation

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (LIGHT BLUE)
- Master of Arts in Education
- Master of Arts in Teaching
- Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership

COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS (COPPER)
- Master of Arts in Communication
- Master of Science in Business Informatics
- Master of Science in Computer Information Technology
- Master of Science in Computer Science
- Master of Science in Health Informatics

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
- Master of Arts in School Counseling (light blue)
- Master of Science in Clinical Mental Health Counseling (light blue)
- Master of Social Work (citron)
- Master of Science in Exercise Science (old gold)
- Master of Science in Health Science (sage green)
- Master of Science in Nursing (apricot)
- Doctor of Nursing Practice (apricot)

INTERNATIONAL SASHES

Different flags are displayed on colorful sashes worn by international students and students who studied abroad during their time at NKU. The sashes display the flag or emblem commemorating a student’s favorite study abroad location or the original country of birth or citizenship of an international student.

HONORS CORDS

The gold and white Honors cords worn by bachelor degree graduates signify that they have achieved at least a 3.5 cumulative overall grade-point average on a 4.0 scale for their academic careers. The black and white Honors Cords are worn by those associate degree graduates with at least a 3.5 cumulative overall grade-point average.

GRAND MARSHAL

The Grand Marshal is the president of the Faculty Senate, or his/her designate and represents the faculty. President John Farrar holds this honor today.

PRESIDENTIAL AMBASSADORS

Student ushers are Presidential Ambassadors. They are selected on the basis of their records of scholastic achievement and their ability to serve the university.

THE UNIVERSITY MACE

The mace, which traces its roots to medieval weaponry, has become a symbol of scholarship and integrity for universities since the eleventh century. Today, the university’s Grand Marshal carries the mace to indicate the solemnity of the occasion and the confirmation of the academic process.

NKU’s mace is rich in symbolism. The spiral base, made of walnut-stained mahogany, suggests growth, evolution and higher achievement. The gold-leaf flame, inspired by NKU’s official seal, the lamp of learning, symbolizes eternal light and learning. The gold and white braided cords flowing from the base of the flame represent purity as well as the university’s school colors.

The mace was presented as a gift to the university from the Northern Kentucky University Foundation, Inc. It was designed by Kari Messner (’91) and was sculpted by local artist Jack True.
NKU’S INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Northern Kentucky University is proud of its diverse student body including students representing 57 countries:

Afghanistan  Argentina  Brazil  Cambodia  Canada  China  Colombia  Congo  Costa Rica  Croatia  Cyprus  Czech Republic  Denmark  Dominican Republic  Ethiopia  France  Germany  Ghana  Guatemala  India  Ireland  Italy  Ivory Coast  Japan  Jordan  Korea  Lithuania  Madagascar  Mali  Mauritania  Mexico  Morocco  Mozambique  Nepal  Netherlands  New Zealand  Nigeria  Norway  Pakistan  Palestine  Peru  Qatar  Russia  Rwanda  St. Lucia  Saudi Arabia  Senegal  Spain  Suriname  Syria  United Arab Emirates  United Kingdom  United States of America  Uzbekistan  Venezuela  Vietnam  Zimbabwe

HONORS SYMBOLS

††† SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.90 to 4.00 are graduated Summa Cum Laude.

†† MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.75 to 3.899 are graduated Magna Cum Laude.

† CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.50 to 3.7499 are graduated Cum Laude.

*** WITH HIGH DISTINCTION
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.80 to 4.00 are graduated With High Distinction.

** WITH DISTINCTION
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.50 to 3.799 are graduated With Distinction.

† Bachelor degree honor
* Associate degree honor
SENIOR CHALLENGE MESSAGES

Northern Kentucky University is pleased to acknowledge the following members of the Class of 2022 who contributed to the NKU Senior Challenge. Their gifts will directly benefit future NKU students. The university wishes to thank them for making a difference in the lives of their fellow students. The list below reflects gifts received up to April 5, 2022. The following gifts were made in honor of a special person or with a dedicatory message on a brick paver.

AMANDA ANDREWS
I want to thank my parents, husband, and friends during this journey! Thank you to all of my amazing professors in the Communication Master’s program! I will forever be grateful for the support and knowledge you have provided! #nkunorse

OLIVIA BRYAN
Congratulations Olivia! We are so incredibly proud of you and know you are going to do great things!

ANGELA BRICKNER
Life is worth living!

TIMOTHY CARTER
To my boys Campbell, Brady, Mason, Reid and Mitch - you can and will reach your goals in this life. One day at a time, one minute at a time, one thought at a time. Always be true to yourself, love your journey, and love yourself!

JAREN COOPER
Congratulations to the new graduate. What an achievement for all of your hard work and dedication. Wishing you all the success and happiness the world has to offer. We are proud of you, believe in you and LOVE you always.

MARY COX
Our Dearest Mary, we are so proud of all that you have accomplished and can’t wait to see all that you accomplish in the future! We are looking forward to all that the Lord has for you. Love you, Mom and Dad

TOMARIS DAVIS
Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Kirian, for the support!

CHEYENNE DOYEN
Thank you to everyone who has loved me and supported me through the last four years, especially my mom, Carol. Being a first-generation student, I learned to persevere and keep working towards my goals no matter what obstacles arose and stood in my way.

NOAH FISHER
Congrats NKU Class of 2022!

MORGAN ELIZABETH FRALEY
You did it, Morgan! I am so very proud of your hard work, dedication and accomplishments these past 4 years at NKU. Your future is so bright on your next adventure at LMU DCOM. Cheers to you on becoming Dr. Morgan Fraley!! I love you!

EMILY GRAY
We wish you more! Keep changing the world! Love Dad, Mom, and Dalton

DEBORAH HAWKINS
I would like to thank each person that has allowed me to lean on their shoulders and listened to my cry for help. Each of you would say, “you got this, Ms. Debbie.” Thanks for being my blessing through this journey.

HAMDI JAMA
Congratulations! We are so proud of you, Hamdi.

DAMON KENNEDY
Thank you to the awesome faculty and staff within the College of Informatics and my family that have supported me up to this point.

DAWN LAROCHE
Congrats to the NKU Class of 2022, good luck in the future!

SHELBY LILLIE
Thanks, NKU, for providing me with the foundation for a successful future. Congratulations, Class of 2022!

ASHLEY LINSTON
Congratulations, graduates!

JONATHAN MAKUNGA
Bibiche Makunga, Esperance Nimi and Yilu Makunga thanks for the support.

MARY MORSEY
If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door.

SONJA NOTESTINE
To my family, thank you for your love and support! I could not have done this without you! I love you!

CHAD OGLE
Congrats to all of the 2022 graduating class!

– Ogle Family

JOANNA PRICE-HOUCHINS
It took 30 years, but I finally finished what I started! 1992-2022

ROBERT ANTHONY RODGERS
To my oldest daughter, Cimone: it’s not too late to be great!!!! To my youngest daughter, Yara: thanks for encouraging me to do my best while taking my MBA Courses. To my Mother: thank you for putting up with my frustrations of studying every night!
BRIEGH SOTO
Graduating from NKU has always been a goal of mine. I want to thank all my professors, advisors and family. I wouldn’t have made it here today without their help and support.

NOAH TANAMACHI
Congratulations on completing this chapter of your life. We are so proud of you and hope that all your dreams will be achieved in your future endeavors. Love, Mom and Dad

VICTORIA THOMAS
Your family and friends are SO proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, Susie, and Quin.

MADELINE TUCKER
Congratulations to the class of 2022

ALEXIA VARNEY
We are all so very proud of you!! We can’t wait to see where you go next! We love you! Love, Namma, Papa Garvin, Debbie, Aunt Chel, Uncle Michael, Kelsie, Gigi, Papa Varney, Titi, Greg and Ian Of all the roles you have ever played, B.F.A graduate is one of our favorites!! We are so proud of you, Sweet Cheeks! Love always, Mom and Dad

– Steph

LUANN WATTS
My family made a difference in my life so I can make a difference in others. I love you, Matt, James, Haylie, Harper, Kalvin, Dad and Mom Watts, you are the best! Thank you for your support.
ADVISORY BOARDS AND FOUNDATIONS

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Diana McGill, Dean

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY BOARD
Amy Black
Peter Chileshe
Taylor Falch
Dakota Alix Flemmer
Jeff Hesse
Steve Hinkle
Pamela Menges
Jonathan Nash
Tom Ogonek
Sean Raynett
Michael Schutte
Corey Smith
Joseph Spicer
Kevin Trauth
Rachel Vukoja
Harald Zieger

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Hassan R. HassabElnaby, Dean

DEAN’S ADVISORY BOARD
Eric P. Amr
Elizabeth Berk
Brian P. Berning
Chris Carle
Brent Cooper
Monica R. Egger
Derek Fields
Regan Forman
Kevin Gessner
Dan Groncek
Hassan HassabElnaby
Corey Hawthorne
Greg Herrin
Jacob A. Holbrook
William T. Hoover
Bryson Lair
James Monton
Chris Painter
John C. Paul
Majid Samarghandi
Pam Viscombe

ACCOUNTING ADVISORY BOARD
Bradley Abbott
Tinaustic Auning
Carol Barton
Brian Berning
Todd W. Best
Andrew Donnelly
Jeremy Hayden
Branden Keller
Brian Mischel
Shannon Peed
Jackie Reinecke
George Sparks

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION CENTER ADVISORY BOARD
Jeannine Abukather Lambert
Kathleen Carnes
Michael Carrell
Teressa L. Elliott
Joan Gates
Michael W. Hawkins
William Heekin
Jim Kruer
Cathie Kuhl
Andrea Lambert South
John Lucas
Louis J. Manchise

Rolonda Smith
Stacie Strotman
Drew Tillow
TJ White
Tyntsha Worthy

Henry L. Stephens
Karen Tapp
Judge Karen A. Thomas
Stephen Yunghbluth

CENTER FOR INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP ADVISORY BOARD
Kim Banham
Karla Boldery
Gary Darna
Sean Donovan
George Hagan
Stephanie Hughes
Dave Knox
Dino Lucarelli
Tarita Preston
Darrin Redus
Josh Reid
Daniela Tomuskos-Yoder
John Zurborg

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISORY BOARD
Tim Allison
Matt Blankenship
Brian Bozeman
Tony Budke
Jim Cutter
Majed Dabdoub
David Daugherty
Sam Foley
Chris Gephart
Guy Harmon
Hassan HassabElnaby
Heather Hawkins
Paul Hemmer, Jr.
Greg Herrin
Teressa Huddleston
Brian Johnson
Boshra Karimi
Gregory Kelly
Tim Knapke
Adam Kuehne
Aron Levin
Austra Mcfarland
Clint Mollere
Greg Pardon
Ihab Saad
Joe Salzano
Chris Schildmeyer
Jack Scott
Tim Turton

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE ADVISORY BOARD
Brigitte Blom Ramsey
Jessica Fette
Sarah B. Goetz
Janet Harrah
Steve Mackie
T.J. Phillips
Ryan Verbeeken
Warren Richardson

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT ADVISORY BOARD
Christiane Bazzino
James K. Biro
Paul Eglint
Bulent Erenay
Brian Jaynes
Dylan Johnson
Todd Johnson
Daisy Manjarrez
Joe Obermeier
Mark Thackeray

MARKETING ADVISORY BOARD
Tiffiny Bailey
Kayla Combs
Megan Dooley
Susan Freide
Pat Frew
Georgette Guzman
Jennifer Holt
Jeff Johns
Crystal Kendrick
April Koenig
Courtney Maynard
Gina Rittinger
Carol Rodgers-Rivir
Davette Shorter
Kevin Staverman

MASTER OF BUSINESS LEADERSHIP AND INNOVATION ADVISORY BOARD
Deborah Heater
Terra Iacobucci
Anita Southwick
Dennis Tirman
Pamela Viscombe

OUTREACH ADVISORY BOARD
Duran Alexander
Brian Cobb
Darius Fatemi
Tammy Godby
Janet Harrah
Amanda Johannemann
Gene Kinchener
Davis Robinson
Sandra Sparato
Kelley Walter

SPORTS BUSINESS AND EVENT MANAGEMENT ADVISORY BOARD
Jamie Berkley
John Cappella

Mary Conner
Tom Gamble
Katie Haag
Corey Hawthorne
Maria Holmes
Ryan Holmes
Alicia Lawrence
Doug Pelfrey
Jackie Reau
Sam Riber
Chris Ryan
Mark Sirmendinger
Jeff Smith
Matthew Wagner

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Carly V. Adkins
Scott Alter
Cecilia M. Baker
Kristopher Berry
Adam D. Bessler
Rebekah J. Browning
Tonya K. Brummer
Dominique A. Cruy
Abby T. Cunningham
Danielle Diehl
Leanna M. Drysdale
Laura R. Eibel
Lindsey R. Eiland
Karen M. Fuchs
Michael J. Goodenough
Camille H. Hornsby
Anna Hutchinson
Eric N. King
Kendra K. Kohls
Katy Kunkel
TW Loring
Rachel McConnell
Paul McDole
Gabrielle Montgomery
Myra E. Morgan
Jane Paulin
Regina L. Pelfrey
Tina M. Reynolds
Connie A. Ryle
Nicole Schickling
Michael J. Shires
Jena L. Smidy
Kimberly A. Visse
Abby N. Volpenheim
Tina R. Wartman
Clarissa L. Wilson

MIDDLE GRADES EDUCATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Hallie Booth
Erika L. Bowles
Savannah Brady
ALUMNI NOTES

Congratulations to NKU’s newest alumni! All graduates automatically become members of the Alumni Association and are eligible for a number of benefits and other perks, both on and off campus. For a complete listing of alumni benefits and discounts or to request an official membership card, visit nku.edu/alumni.

Don’t be a stranger! We love to hear from alumni with updates on careers, promotions and other achievements, which you can share via our Class Notes form at nku.edu/alumni. We also have information on alumni-focused events or volunteer opportunities.

Check out our NKU Alumni Association social media channels to keep on top of all the newest information, and always feel free to reach out to us as a resource at (859) 572-5486 or alumni@nku.edu.

GO NORSE!
The Office of Alumni Engagement and Annual Giving

nku.edu/alumni

This publication was prepared by Northern Kentucky University and printed with state funds (KRS 57.375). It is Northern Kentucky University’s policy to ensure equal employment opportunity for all persons and to take the necessary actions needed to recruit, employ, train, promote and retain qualified faculty and staff, including members of protected groups. Discrimination against any individual based upon protected status, which is defined as age, color, disability, gender, national origin, race, religion, sexual orientation, genetic or veteran status, is prohibited. MEC20084
ALMA MATER

Northern, let your vision lead us, hearts of women, men and youth. Help us seek the higher virtues, guide us to the greater truth. Northern, Northern, alma mater, may our lives enrich your name. And in time leave us, your children, better far than when we came.

Original lyrics and melody by Charles Wiley
Revised by Carolyn Hagner
Harmonization by Kurt Sander